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Abstract 
We present well-ordering proofs for Martin-LGf’s type theory with W-type and one universe. 
These proofs, together with an embedding of the type theory in a set theoretical system as carried 
out in Setzer (1993) show that the proof theoretical strength of the type theory is precisely 
*n, Q1+0, which is slightly more than the strength of Feferman’s theory To, classical set theory 
KPI and the subsystem of analysis (Al - CA)+(BI). The strength of intensional and extensional 
version, of the version g la Tarski and g la Russell are shown to be the same. 0 1998 Published 
by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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0. Introduction 
0.1. Proof theory and type theory 
Proof theory and type theory have been two answers of mathematical logic to the 
crisis of the foundations of mathematics at the beginning of the century. Proof theory 
was originally established by Hilbert in order to prove the consistency of theories by 
using finitary methods. When G6del showed that Hilbert’s program cannot be carried 
out as originally intended, the focus of proof theory changed towards analyzing the- 
ories and determination of the minimum of strength needed in order to prove their 
consistency. Proof theory has been very successful in providing an excellent measure 
for theories, the proof theoretical strength. 
On the other hand, type theories were designed to provide a new framework for 
mathematics, the consistency of which can be justified by itself. 
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Both directions of mathematical ogic have become quite impo~ant recently because 
of their applicability to computer science. Proof theoretical methods are used, for in- 
stance, to extract programs from proofs, to analyze term rewriting systems and for 
theoretical questions in the area of logic programming. 
On the other hand, a lot of systems for machine assisted theorem proving are based 
on type theory. One reason why type theory is an excellent basis theory is that in 
type theory algorithms and proofs are more or less the same. We see here that in 
these areas questions concerning foundations and applications are very closely related: 
a good understanding of a situation is the best basis for finding ways to do what we 
want to do in a better way. 
When looking at these two fields it seems to be interesting to apply proof theory 
to type theory. In particular, the question mainly answered in this article is: what is 
the precise proof theoretical strength of Martin-Lof’s type theory. This is interesting 
because the answer determines the exact place of Martin-Lof’s type theory on the 
proof theoretic scale. This allows to compare it with other theories, the strength of 
which is already known. 
More precisely, in this article we are dealing with the strength of Martin-Liif’s type 
theory with one universe and W-type. This work was first presented in our thesis [28]. 
There are two directions to be proved. One is to determine an upper bound, a refined 
version of which is presented in [31]. There we embed type theory in a Kripke-Platek 
style set theory, ISPI+, the strength of which can be determined easily. The more 
di~cult direction of the proof, which is carried out in this article, is to show that this 
bound is sharp. The importance of this question became obvious to the author after a 
talk he gave on the upper bound, where a proof theorist commented: “Okay, it’s clear 
that Martin-Lof’s type theory can be embedded like this, but is Murtin-Liif’s type 
theory really as strong as you claim it is?“. The answer now is: it has exactly the 
strength the author conjectured at that time. 
0.2. Well-ordering prooJ;F 
To prove that the strength conjectured is precise is technically complicated. We are 
going to prove directly that the type theory considered proves transfinite induction up 
to an ordinal notation for ~~,~~+~ for every n co. Since our proposed strength is 
I,&+Q~+~,, = SUP,~~~ t,6o, at+,, this shows that the proof theoretical strength, which is 
the supremum of all ordinals up to which the theory proves transfinite induction, 
is >Il/o, fz~+~,. 
We will use the method of distinguished sets (in German “ausgezeichnete Mengen”) 
developed mainly by Buchholz and Schiitte for carrying out well-ordering proofs. This 
well-established method has been modified by the author, who introduced some new 
techniques in order to make these methods applicable to the type theoretic setting. 
Carrying out these well-ordering proofs means to present the logically most com- 
plicated proofs that can be carried out in the system. To reach the fidl strength we 
have to use the full power of the theory. In applications, often powerful theories Iike 
Calculus of Constmctions or extensions of ~a~in-L~f’s type theory form the basis 
theory, although the full power of these theories is not needed. In a well-ordering 
proof for all ordinals below the proof theoretical strength, we actually have to use all 
the power available. 
0.3. The state of’ knowledge 
In [14] Griffor and Rathjen were, independent of the author and in parallel, following 
another approach towards determining the proof theoretical strength of Martin-Liif’s- 
type theory by embedding constructive set theory into type theory. Ref. [14] contains 
an excellent review of all the research carried out in the past in this area. We refer the 
interested reader to that article and only mention the main new results con~eming type 
theory obtained in [14]. Griffor and Rathjen showed, that the theory ML, V, Martin- 
Lof’s type theory with one universe and Aczel’s iterative set V or elimination rules 
for the universe or both has the strength of Kripke-Platek set theory KPo. They 
showed, that type theory with one universe and the W-type restricted to elements of 
the universe only, which they called ML tw, has strength (al - CA) + (BI). Adding 
elimination rules for the universe and/or Aczel’s iterative set V is shown to yield the 
same strength. For the strength of MLi W, the theory considered here, they determined 
independently the same upper bound as it was done by the author ($o,Q+,). The 
exact strength is not determined there, concerning the lower bound they only noted 
that it is naturally stronger than ML 1~. For the precise strength, they referred to our 
thesis 1281, on which the present article is based. In 1143 the obvious generalization of 
these results to n universes and w universes together with their strength is mentioned 
as well (no proof is given). In order to avoid confusion, we would like to mention 
some typos in [14], as pointed out by Rathjen to the author, namely the ordinals on 
p. 384, lines 20, 22 and 23 should be read as $o,Q+,,,, $o,SZt+, and $a,sZt+, instead 
of 11/521(1 +(u), $Qi(I + n) and $a,(1 + 0). 
The content of our article is as follows: In Section 1 we will introduce the 
~-function in ZF + 3x.(x regular cardinal iz& =x). Based on the set theoretical sys- 
tem we introduce in Section 2 the ordinal notation system OT. In Appendix B the 
reader can find a proof that the order-type of the ordinals is in accordance with the 
set theoretical definition of the functions. In Section 3 we introduce two versions of 
Martin-Liif’s type theory with W-type and one universe: MLJ (where J stands for the 
constructor in the elimination rules for the identity type) is what seems to be (apart 
from extensions by the logical framework) the currently most widely accepted version. 
MLlrn] is essentially the version in the book by Troelstra and van Dalen [36] (the 
index [TD] refers to that book). In order to switch more easily between elements of 
the universe and types, we introduce variants ML,,,“, and MLlr~l,~~~. Section 4 con- 
tains the well-orde~ng proof itself. The technique used there is a modification of the 
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usual well-ordering techniques, which we hope, is more intuitive. Buchholz gave some 
useful hints for these modifications. We will omit in this section all the complicated 
type theoretic definitions. Instead we make assumptions about possible constructions, 
which are actually carried out in Section 5. 
0.5. Why do we use set theory? 
In this article we will work in Section 1 and in the appendix directly in set the- 
ory. Especially, the readers coming from type theory might ask in what sense this is 
necessary. 
First of all: In all other sections apart from those mentioned above we show, without 
referring to set theory, that in our version of Martin-LGf’s-type theory we can show 
that a certain primitive recursive ordering on the primitive recursive subset OT of the 
natural numbers is a well-ordering. Therefore, those readers who reject set theory as a 
basis of mathematics might consider the set theoretic part as mere heuristic. 
Second: Set theory is here needed in order to give a representation of the order 
type of the ordinal notation on the universal scale, namely the scale of ordinals in set 
theory. This can by definition not be done without using set theory, and exactly for 
this set theory is needed in this article. 
Another point, the author was several times confronted with, is the fact that we 
need to assume the existence of a large cardinal: of one inaccessible. Now this is 
necessary for the approach taken here (in the sections dealing with set theory). But 
we could as well replace all cardinals by admissibles and the first inaccessible by the 
first recursively inaccessible and get in the only relevant part of the system, namely 
the part below 01, exactly the same ordinals (see, for instance, [24]). So all the set 
theoretic part could have been carried out in ZF or some weak fragment of set theory 
(e.g. Kripke-Platek set theory, extended by one inaccessible and w + 1 admissibles 
above it) as well. 
One could even replace the cardinals by smaller ordinals. Let o(b) be the ordinal 
denoted by b and 51, be the notation, which is in this article inte~reted as Hi. The 
only property for o(sZi ), we need is that o(b)<o(Qi) for all b+ 52,. The minimal 
solution would be o(52i ) = min{ y 1 b’b E OT .h + 01 +0(b)<?}, although in our setting 
we cannot define this, since we need to know o(sZi) in order to determining o(b) for 
all b + 521. Very roughly speaking the interpretation of an ordinal term which represents 
a cardinal is just an ordinal, “big enough for having some closure properties”. 
0.6. Help for researchers outside proof theory 
In this article we will concentrate on carrying out the technical proofs carefully and 
in detail. In [32] we will provide more in~ition and motivation for the methods used 
and give some in~oduction into collapsing functions. Unfortunately, this article covers 
only the strength up to 1;2,, but a future article is planned in which the bigger ordinals 
are covered as well. 
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0.7. Extensions and future research 
It should be easy to extend the well-ordering proofs, carried out in this article, 
to stronger theories. To show that the strength of Martin-Lof’s type theory with n 
Universes is IC/Q Qi,,+w, where I, is the nth inaccessible, should not cause any problems 
and this implies that the strength of the theory with arbitrary finitely iterated universes 
is IC/o I,,, I,, = sup{I, I II E o}. 
We have carried out the ordinal analysis of the extension of Martin-Liif ‘s type theory 
by one Mahlo universe [29, 30]), and determined its strength as @o,sZ~+~, where M 
is the first Mahlo cardinal (one needs to extend the $-functions to cover this strength). 
We are working on extensions by even bigger universes. 
In [33] we show that every arithmetical &-sentence provable in KPI+, Kripke- 
Platek set theory with o universes, is provable in the type theory considered here. 
This is done by carrying out cut elimination for KPI+ using transfinite induction up 
to Ii/n, Q1+,. 
0.8. Concluding remarks 
The article is self-contained, except for some lemmata cited in Section 1. So all the 
proof-theoretical and type theoretical definitions are included. 
1. Ordinals in set theory 
We will first start to present set theoretically the ordinal functions. These functions 
form the basis of the ordinal notation system, which we will introduce in Section 2, 
and allow to determine the order-type of this system and of each ordinal notation. The 
system is a slight modification of the system presented in [8], and some properties are 
determined as in [ 111. 
1.1. The $-jimctions 
Preliminaries 1.1. In this section we will work in ZF + 3x.(x regular cardinal 
AN, =x). 
Definition 1.2 (Variant of Dejinition 4.1 of Buchholz [8]). Let # be the natural sum 
on ordinals. $20 := 0, Q, := N, for o>O. 
l I := min{a ( o regular Cardinal A $2, = o}, the first weakly inaccessible cardinal. 
l I+ := sup{i,, 1 n co}, where cc := sZi+i, in+, := Qc,,, 
l Ord:={@la ordinal,cx<I+}, 
l R:={oEOrdlo<oAa regular}={I}U{SZ,+i /a<I+}. 
In this section let cc,/?, 1/,6, p be elements of Ord, IC, i, rc, cr, r be elements of R, all 
possibly with subscripts or accents. Let cp be the usual Veblen function. 
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Defi~tion 1.3 (Variant of De~~jtio~ 4.1 of B~~~~o~z [8]). By ~a~sfinite recursion 
on 3~, we define simultaneously for all x ordinals &cr (KER) and sets C(cc, P)cOrd 
as follows: 
$,a:= mini/3 1 KEC(CI,/~) A c(a,p)nKCp}, 
C(a, p) := 
the closure of PU (0, I} under the functions 
+,~,ti.~f2,,(n,5)~lj1,5(7~~R,g<~) 
(Note that by IH i&t is already defined for all t <a, ‘II ER.) 
We define & : Ord-tOrd, &(cc) := $K~. C,(n) := C(a, tiKc(). 
Lemma 1.4 (Lemma 4.4 of Buchholz [S]). (a) p <n+cardinality(C(a,fl)) <n 
(b) C(a,/?)= U,<sC(~,q), for each limit ordinal 8. 
(6) tcEC(ff,Ic). 
(d) C,(a)n K = I,@. 
Proof. All statements are immediate consequences of Definition 1.3. Cl 
Proof. See [8]. Only in (c), we vary, but the unproven part is trivial. Cl 
Lemma 1.6. (aEC,(cl)APEC,(B))-$(rl/,a=~,P#(rS(~=B~K=R)). 
Proof. Assume arc, A PE&(&. ‘t+=“: trivial. “=+“: Assume $,ct = ft/$. Case 
K = %+I A 7c = I. Then i+&P = sZ$“p, 52, <&IX < Q,+k, l/IKa#Q$,~Zr a contradiction. The 
case x=1+ is similar. Case k’= Qo+rr n=ft,.+,, afp. If cr<p, ~~~~~~~~<~~~, 
a contradiction, similarly we get a contradiction if p <CT. Therefore rr = K. In case of 
CI <p, c1 EC(OZ, Ic/,&x) C C(j?, $Ka) = C,(p), by Lemma 1.5(b) t+&a <$$ a contradiction. 
The case j3 < CI is similar. Therefore we conclude CI = j3. 0 
Definition 1.7. (a) Lim := (aEOrd 1 ct limit ordinal), 
Sue:= (a + I 1 olEOrd), 
A:=(clEOrd/a>OAV’P,y<cx.P+r<a}, 
G:=={a~Ord/a Gamma ordinal}={~~Ord~~~~~O}, 
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Car:=(L?,jO<ocEOrd}, 
Fi:={aEOrdIO<a=$+}. 
(b) x=~FP$~:~a=a+~=B#l:r\r~AAB#O. 
x=~~~+;1:~SrX=~+~=~#;‘/?~#O/\~‘#o. 
r =Nr cp/iz’ : UR = ‘p/j;’ A p, :/’ < SI. 
a=p&i?,j:w=r;2,~Afl<u. 
cc=NFIl/nli’:(j.~RAxr~,gA?/ECn(;l). 
(c) For KER we define ti- by: Q,, := Q,, I- :=O. 
The following shows, that in the situation /3 <a, rc, fl E C,(N) we only need to add 
$nfl to C,(a) if th,$ =NF $n& i.e. if flEC,(fl): 
Definition 1.9. 
C'~+l(a,~):=C'n{a,~) 
U(~~~~,~EC”*(~,P).~=~F~~~PVY=NFV)~P 
V5’=NF~8V(Y=NF~6PAP<~)), 
C’(a, p) := U C’“(sB), 
,I < w 
Ch(a):=C’(x,$,a). 
Lemma 1.10. (a) C,(cc)=C~(x). 
(b) I#KER =+ CK(a)=C’(x,x- + 1). 
(c) Co,(I+)=C’(I+,O). 
Proof. In Appendix A. 
Corollary 1.11. Assume (I#rcAp=ti-+ l)Vf~=IAp=t/@), p<ffolEc,(P). 
(a) ~=IV~;‘,~ECK(B).(~L=~FY+~V~=NF(~~~V~=NF~~~V(~~=NF~~/~~/\~S<~(~)) 
(b) Jf‘ a =NF ‘p,6 V CI =NF y + 6 V x =NF I,//@ V (a =NF 0, A ?/ = 6) then y, 6 EC&~). 
Proof. aECK(j3) = C’(/l,p). 0 
1.2. Dt$nition qf’ G,p 
We want to define in Section 2 primitive recursively an ordinal notation system for 
the ordinals in Co,(I+) using the unctions defined above. In order to obtain unique 
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terms it is necessary to define the sets C,(u) or more precisely represent these sets. 
This is done by first defining finite sets of ordinals G,(a). These sets can be represented 
in our term system, and using Lemma 1.13 we can define representations of the sets 
C,(a) in the system of terms. 
Definition 1.12. Definition of finite sets G,(a) for E E Co, (If) = C/(1+, 0) by recursion 
on the minimal n such that ~EC’“(I+,O). 
(Gl) G,O:= G,I:= 0. 
(G2) y =hF 6 + p or y =NF (PIP or (y =NF sZ8 A p = S) then GA(y) := G,GUG,p. 
(G3) If p =NF$J, then 
{p}~G,id~G,p if rcd~#IV(~=I/\(rt6$i/?Vr~=I)), 
if rc<n=I, 
if K-<n#I or rc=IA~ij?<~<I. 
Lemma 1.13. Ifa~ca,(I+), then ~EC~(~>~G~(~)<~. 
Proof. Induction on n, such that CI E C”(I+, 0). If LY = 0, I or a =kr y + 6, (~~8, a , the 
assertion follows by IH or immediately. Let c( = I+$& 5 E C,(l), t, KE C’(I+, 0). 
l Suppose rt = K. Using the IH for 5, p in one direction we infer CY E C,(p) =+ c( < $,$+ 
~<P~\K,~EC(~,~~)CC(B,~~P>=C=(P)~ G,(~~)=G,(~)UG,(K)U{S}<B, and in 
the other direction G,(cr)<fl+[,~~C~(fl) A <<p 3 tjK4E&(P). 
l Suppose K < n#I. Then G,(a) = 8, c( EC,@). 
l Suppose n<lc#I. Then CYEC,(P)HK,~EC~(P) A 5~0. 
l Suppose rt <K = I. In case of t&5 <rr, it follows @,5EC,(p>, G,(a) = 0, and if 
z<$Kt, $K~ECH(~)@K,<ECT[(~) A t<B*Gn(a)<B. 
l Suppose ~<rc=I. Then ~~EC~(B>~~~~<~*P($K<~C~~B~KKC~(P)~G~(K)<P 
@GG,(a)<& 0 
2. The notation system OT 
2.1. Introduction of the notation system 
Now we will introduce the ordinal notation system OT. We will work in Heyting 
arithmetic, which can be embedded in Martin-LGf ‘s-type theory in a straightforward 
way. 
Preliminaries 2.1. In this section, a primitive recursive set is given by a primitive 
recursive function f such that QXE N.fx=O v fx= 1. We write tEA for ft = 1, if 
A is the set denoted by f. AEB:EV~EA.XEB and A~BB:EACB AB~A. In the 
following assume a, 6, c, n, m, n, K, 1 E N. 
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We will, as usual in proof theory, first introduce a system of terms and an ordering 
on these terms, and then define the set of ordinal notations OT as a subset of these 
terms. 
Definition 2.2. We give an inductive definition of sets T’, Sue’, A’, G’, Car’, R’, Fi’ 
of terms together with length(a) for a ET’, where we assume some coding of the 
terms as natural numbers. All the sets and length can be defined primitive recursiveiy. 
(T’ is a set of terms denoting ordinals and Sue’, A’, G’, Car’, R’, Fi’ contain terms 
of T’, which, if in normal form, correspond to elements of Sue, A, G, Car, R, Fi 
respectively.) 
(T’l) OoT~T’, length(OoT):= 1. 
(T’2) If n>O,aa ,..., a,~A’,then t:=(ao ,..., a,)ET’, if a,~Suc’, then tESuc’, 
len~h(t) := len~h(~o) + . . . + length(u”). 
(T’3) If a, b E T’, then t := q&b E A’, if a = b = OOT, then t E Sue’, length(@) := 
length(u) + length(b). lor := rp&,Oor. 
(T’4) If b E T’, R E R’, then t := t,hnb E G’, and if rr=I, then t EF~‘. length(t):= 
length(x) + length(b). 
(1’5) If a E T’, u#OoT, then t :=fzL E Car’, if a E Sue’, then t E R’, in all cases 
length(t) := length(u) + 1. 
(T’6) I E Fi’ n R’, length(I) := 1. 
(T’7) R’CCar’&G’cA’CT’, Fi’CCar’CG’, Suc’<IT’. 
For UEA’, (a) := a. () := 0. Therefore, for every UET’, there exists a unique n30 
and unique a 1, _ ..,a, such that a=(~ , . . . , a,). After some change of the coding we 
assume 0 = OoT, 1 = 1 oT. In the following a, K, 1 will indicate elements of R’, a, b, c 
of T’, whereas n will be used for natural numbers considered as natural numbers not 
coding elements of T’. 
Definition 2.3. Definition of a -8b for a, bET’ (which can be defined as a primitive 
recursive relation) by recursion on length(a) + length(b), using in the definition a $’ b 
as an abbreviation for a -f’b V a = b. Later -X will be defined as the restriction of +’ 
to OT. u-x’b is false, if ufiT’Vb@T’Va=b. 
(-X/l) CfO =+ o-?c. 
(4’2) n+mal, a0 ,..., an,& ,..., b,EA’, then (a0 . . . . . an)+‘(bo ,.._, b,):++(n<mA 
‘~‘i<~t.ui = bi) V (3j< min{n,m}.(tii<j.ai = hi) A uj <‘bj) 
(4’3) If u,b,c,dET’, then (cpkb_(‘cpLd):@ ((a+‘cAb_i’cp6d)V(u=cAb+‘d)V 
(c -?a A p;b%‘d)). 
(4’4) If u,bET’, CEG’, then (qLb-Cc):@ max{u,b}+‘c. 
(4’5) rt,rcfR’,b,dET’, then (t,&b-?$,d):* (n=K/\b+‘d)V(K-#I#fnAn+‘K)V 
(7c=I#KAt,&b+‘k-) V (7T#K=I/\E<‘$,d) 
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(46) If I#neR’, k.ECar’, JET’, then (I+@-~IC):~~~~C’K 
(47) b,c~T’, then ($ib4S2~):#t+@=$c 
(-48) If BET’, then &b-?I. 
(49) If a,cET’, then (Q~+‘Q~,):~(a4c) 
(410) If UET’, then (S2~-41):~(a-x’1). 
(411) In all other cases a+‘b:@l(b=$a). 
Lemma 2.4. +’ is a linear ordering on T’. 
Proof. Easy, but tedious. 0 
Definition 2.5. We assume some implementation of finite sets A as natural numbers 
together with an element relation E in Heyting arithmetic such that the usual properties 
hold, especially, if 4(x) is a primitive recursive decidable predicate, then KxEA.+(x) 
is decidable, and, if B is a primitive recursive set of natural numbers, the set @“(B) 
of finite sets which are subsets of B is primitive recursive. 
Definition 2.6. Assume a E T’, M,M’ primitive recursive sets. (Later, when we are 
going to work in Martin-Lof’s-type theory, this definition will be applied to the subsets 
and subclasses of N of this system. Further this definition applies to 4, < as defined 
later as well.) 
M=$‘M’: @Vx’xEM3yEM’(x<‘y), 
A4 -?A4 :e vx E M3y E M’(x 4 y), 
a&4:*{(a}<‘M. 
The $-function in the set theoretical system are not injective. Therefore, several 
terms of T’ denote the same ordinals. In order to get an injective map from ordinal 
terms into the ordinals, we need to define a set OT of restricted ordinal notations, such 
that every ordinal term in OT denotes a unique ordinal. The uniqueness is achieved, if 
we add &KC to OT only, if for the ordinals K’, y denoted by K, c we have y E C,,(y). 
Lemma 1.10(c) allows us to show that in this way we get notations for all ordinals 
in C(I+, 0). We introduce sets C,(c), corresponding to C,!(y) by Lemma 1.13 via the 
sets G,(c), corresponding to G,!(y). 
Definition 2.7. Inductive definition of the finite subset G,u of N for 7c E R’, a ET’ by 
recursion on length(u). 
(Gl) G,(O) := 8. 
(G2) If ao,. . . , a, E A’, n > 0 then G,((ao, . . . , a,)) := G,(q) U. . U G,(u,). 
(G3) If a, b ET’, then G,(cpib) := G,(u) U G,(b). 
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(G3) If ~cf R’, b~i’, then 
i 
(~}uG,(~-)uG,(~) if n=$k-#Iv (~=I~(i~=q’$,bv~=I)), 
GAG&) := G,(K) if ti+‘n=I 
0 if K+‘rr#I or ~=IAtfitb-?n-i’I. 
(G4) If a ET’, then G,(!L$):=G,(u). 
(G5) G,(I) := 0. 
GO,(a) := G,(a)U {O}. 
In the following we define some sets which are analogues to the set theoretic con- 
structions. The restriction of these sets to 07, as defined later, will give the direct 
translation of the const~ctions in set theory. 
Definition 2.8. (a) For a ET’ we define the primitive-recursive s t C?(a) of a-critical 
terms in T’ (more precisely ilx.yx Edez Cr’(‘) will be primitive recursive, where 
x &iec Cr’(y) is the boolean value corresponding to the relation x f Cr’(y)): 0, (al,. . , 
a,) $2 Cr’(a). (pbc E Cr’(a) :++ a_+‘b. If b E G’, then b E Cr’(a) :ej a +‘b. 
(b) For a, b ET’ we define C,(b) := {c E T’ 1 G,(c) -x’ b}, which is primitive recur- 
sive (again more precisely ky, LX &c c,(z} will be primitive recursive). (C,(b) 
corresponds to the set C&Q in set theory.) 
Definition 2.9. We define the set 0-F of ordinai notations, which will be a subset 
of T’. 
(0-r 1) OEOT. 
(OT 2) If rz>O, ae, . . . . a,EOTnA’, a,%‘a,+l <‘.,,<‘tr~, then (aa ,..., ~,)EOT, 
(OT 3) If a,bfOT, bffCr’(a), -+b=Or\aEG’) then q$bfOT. 
(OT 4) If hi OT KE R’nOT, G,(b)-i’b, then &bEOT, 
(OT 5) If u E OT\(Fi’U {O}), then !SL E OT. 
(OT 6) IcOT. 
Fi:=Fi’nOT, R:=R’flOT, G:=G’nOT, A:=A’nOT, Suc:=Suc’nOT, Car:= 
Car’nOT Cr(a):=Cr’(a)nOT, C,(b):=C,(b)nOT. a-:b:~aa’b~a~OTr\b 
GOT, a<b:+=+a<‘bAaeOTAb~OT. 
In the following, we write sometimes a for the primitive recursively decidable set 
(x~OT~x-:n}. 
2.2. Functions in OT 
Definition 2.10. (a) For a, b ET’ we define a-i-o-j-b, +OT being a primitive recursive 
function. We will always omit the index OT. Let a=(ag,. _.,a,), b=(bi,. ..,b*), 
n,m 20. If m> 1 and ai 4 bl for all i = 1,. . . , n, then a+b := b. If m = 0 (therefore 
b = 0), a+b :=a. Otherwise, there exists j E { 1,. . . ,H) such that bl 6 aj, ai -: 14, for all 
iE (j+1,..., m}. With this j we define at-b:= (al,. . ,a], b,, . . . , b,). 
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(b) For a E T’, n a natural number, we define a f n: a * 0 := 0, a f (n-t1 ) := (a f ~)+a. 
(a, n) H a . n is primitive recursive. 
(c) For a, bET’ we define qab. v, will be primitive recursively definable. 
l If b E Cr(a), then cpnb := b. 
l If b=OizaEG’, then tp,b:=a. 
l Otherwise qq,b := q&b. 
(d) For a ET’ we define Q,, Sz will be primitive recursively definable. 00 :=O, if 
a E Fi, then Sz, := a, otherwise Q, := QL. 
(e) f;r, := a, &?:+I := L?Q;. 
Definition 2.11. (a) We define a =NF b+c, iff for some n,m 3 1 and ci,di E OT, b = (bl, 
. . ..b.), c=(q ,..., c,,,),a=(bl,..., b,,q ,..., c,)anda~OT.a=~~b+c:e~a=~~b+c 
ACEA. 
(b) ~=NF(P~C :@Q=&cA~EOT. 
(c) ~=NFQ~ :+u=QOI,A~EOT. 
(d) ff=_NF$,,c :H~=$~,cAuEOT. 
Remark 2.12. (a) Vx, y E O-F.&z E N.x+y,x . n, (pny, f2,, !Jf: E OT. 
(b) ~~~OT.~~,ZEOT.X=OVX=IVX=~~~+ZV~=~~~,~V~=NF~~V~=NFI~/~~. 
(c) Vx, y,zcT’.(x=~~ Y+ZV~=NF~~,ZV{~=NFS~~A~=Z)VX=NF~~/~Z)--)(~~~~~~(~) 
< length(x) A length(z) <length(x)). 
(d) ~~~EOT.~/~,Z~T’.(~=NF~~-ZVX=NF~~~ZV(~=NF~~~\~=~)V~=NF~~~)~Y, 
ZEOT. 
(e) Vx, y, y’ E OT.(y 4 y’ -+x+y 4 x+y’). 
(f) Vx,Y,x’,Y’~OT.cp,Y-~:~,~y’c-,((x-:x’~y~~x~y)V(x=x’~y~y’)V(x’-ix~ 
VtXY % Y’)). 
Definition 2.13. (a) For K E R we define fc- , the predecessor of a cardinal by 
L?‘,, := sz,, I- :=o. 
(b) For a:N we define if, IZ+, amFit afFi: (Z will be the largest cardinal below, a+ 
the least cardinal greater than a, aSFi the largest element of Fi’ below and, if a + I, 
aiFi the least element of Fi’ greater than a). 
s If a # OT, iT, aeFi, a+, u+Fi are defined arbitrarily. 
. c:=O-Fi := 0, o+ := 01, O’F’ := $10. 
l If @=(a0 ,..,, a,), rt>O, then Z:=&, &:=a:, a -Fi ,_ -Fi .--a0 , a +Fi ._ +Fi .-a0 . 
l If U=NF V)bc, then with d :=max{b,c} we define z:=d, a+ :=d+, amFi :=dmFi, 
uiFi ._ d+Fi .- . 
l If a =NF &$c, b# I, then ii:= b-, af := b, a-Fi := beFi, u+Fi := b+Fi. 
l If a=NF$qc, Z:=.-?=a, a+ :=&+I, a+F’:=JtI(c+l). 
l If a=NF&, z:=a, a -Fi := b-F’, a-k := Q~+,, a+Fi := b+Fi. 
0 ?:=I, I ‘:=Q*+,, I -Fi := 1, I+Fi :_ 1, 
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(cl 
u-I ._ 0 if a 4 I, .- 
1 otherwise. 
Remark 2.14. (a) Vx,y E OT.X,X+,X-~~,X~~~,X-‘,X+’ E OT. 
(b) \J~,y~OTx~y-(~~~~x+~y+Ax-Fi~y-FiA~+Fi~y+Fi/\x-r~y-‘/\.+’ 
< y+9. 
(c) ~~~fT.~.y~Rx-:y-~G,,(x)rQ). 
(d) \~XER’.~~‘~ET’.G,~(~)CG,(~)AG,(~-~’)~;G,~(.~)A~YER’--,G~~~’-)CG,(~)). 
(e) \Jx E OT.Z+ =x+. 
(f) VXEOT.~~EOT~=~~,AX+=~~,+, AY<x+x.+ 
(g) ‘Jx E OT n $,OX-~’ = 0 Ax+~’ - - til0. 
VxxOT.~,0q-xI4y~OT.y~C,(y)Ax-~~ =$ryA~+Fi =~,(y+l)A~-~‘<x~x+~~. 
VxxOT.I~x-,n-Fi=x-+Fi=l. 
(h) ‘dx E OT.Yn, M E N.n <nr ---) f2,“+, -c, a;+, . 
(i) t/x E OT.3n E N.x -: P’_Fi+, 
(j) c -4_d -+ C,(c) c E&3). 
(k) a~Cb(c)+ti+l E&(C), $~~EOT-+$~(~+I)EOT. 
Remark 2.15. (a) 0,I E C,(b). 
(b) If b =N~ c+d or b =_N~ q,d or b =N~ 52, A c = n, then b E C,(a) # c, d E C,(a). 
(c) If b E OT A b + ic, then b E C,(a) Ed b --: I&. 
(d) If b=~~ICl,d, then be C,(a) e (b-:&aV (n,d E C,(u)Ad <a)). 
(e) If b=NF &d, K #I, then b E C,(a) H (b < K- V (x,d EC,(a) Ad 4 a)). 
3. The type theories MLlrnl, MLJ 
We are going to prove the lower bounds for two versions of type theory. Both are 
versions of intensional Martin-Liif’s-type theory with W-type and a universe in the 
fo~ulation B la Tarski. One is MLImI, which is a slightly weakened version of the 
formulation by Troelstra and van Dalen in 1361 and extends the version in Troelstra’s 
article [3.5]. We have slightly changed the rules, in order to be as close as possible 
to the other version (see Remark 3.3 for details). The other version is MLJ, which 
is a formulation, where we have the elimination rules for the identity type using the 
cons~ctor J. The rules for J can be found in 120, 221, We have chosen here a 
polymorphic version, since we have there less bureaucracy. However, there seems to 
be no problem to carry out the well-ordering proofs in monomorphic type theory as 
well. Although MLJ seems to be weaker than MLlrnI, we do not know how to carry 
out an embedding and therefore, in order to obtain a lower bound for all versions, 
we will carry out the well-ordering proof in both MLJ and ML,rmawc, which will not 
cause almost any additional work. 
There has been a further change in the presentation of type theory, namely that one 
uses nowadays the logical framework. But since versions using the logical framework 
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can be easily seen as extensions of MLJ and we arc here interested in lower bounds, 
we will carry out the proof only in the weakest versions. However using abbreviations 
we are going to present the rules almost as if we had the logical framework available. 
We will write A type instead of A set, since we have in the absence of the logical 
framework no real types and we want to use the terminology set for subsets of the 
natural numbers. 
For technical reasons we introduce theories ML~rbl,~~~ and MLJ,,~~, which are vari- 
ants of MLIro] and MLJ. From every statement in MLL~~I,,~, we get a statement in 
ML[TDI, but in ML[TDI,~~~ we can more easily switch between the universe and the main 
level, similar for MLJ,~~~ and MLJ. We will afterwards work in MLI~~I,~~~ and MLJ,,,,. 
Definition 3.1. (a) In the following “the four type theories” refers to MLlrol, MLJ, 
MLJ,,, and ML[TDI,,,~. If not stated differently, every definition refers to all four type 
theories. 
(b) The symbols are infinitely many variables zi (d E w); the symbols +,I,, , ( , ), =; 
the term constructors (with their arity in parenthesis) ik (for each i<k, with arity 0), 
0 (0), & (for each k~ccz, with arity 0), N (O), S (l), 1, (l), i (l), j (l), r (l), Ap 
(2) P (2) E (2), sup (2), R (2), fi (2), c^ (2), ? (2) W (2), P (3) II (3) 7 (3), 
Ck (K E w, arity k+l ), the type constructors with their arity Nk (for each k f co, arity 
0), N (0), U (O), T (1) fl (2), C (2), + (2) W (2) and 1 (3). AdditionaIly MLJ 
and MLJ~ aux have the term constructor J with arity 2 and ML~rm+,x and MLJ,,,, have 
the underlined type constructors Nk (for each k E co, arity 0), N (0) n (2), 2 (2), + 
(2) W (2) and I (3). Nk, N, U, C, +, I, W are called the small type constructors, 
and for each of each such constructor C let C is the corresponding underlined type 
constructor, and ? is the corresponding term constructor with the “hat”. 
(c) The b-objects of each of the four type theories are variables, (xl, . . . ,x, )b and 
C(bi, . . . , b,), if C is an n-ary term, type or (in case of MLlr~l+~, MLj+,x) underlined 
type constructor b, bt, . . . , b, are b-objects and ~1, _ . . ,I, are variables. 
The set of free variables FV(b) of a b-object b are defined in the usual way. We write 
+, + and ?_ infix (e.g. (a+b) for +(a, 6)). We define for b-objects bl, . . , , b,, b and 
variables xl, . . . ,x, the simultaneous substitution b[xi := 61,. . . ,x, := b, J, which respects 
abstraction (vi,. . . , ym), in the usual way, using the convention, that if the same variable 
y occurs more than once, only the substitution xi := bi with i minimal such that xi = y 
applies. “@xi := bl, . . . ,x, ‘= b,] is an allowed substitution”, and a-equality (E,~) are . 
defined in the usual way. 
(d) The set of m-terms of the four type theories is inductively defined as: a vari- 
able x is an m-term; if i-c k, i,k E N, then i,Q is an m-term; and if k E N, then 
& is an m-term; if T, s, t are m-terms, x, y,z,x’ E VarML, x # _y # .z #x, then 0, S(v), 
I+x (x, Y)G. %(-G-), Ap_(r,s_), p(r,s), E_(r, (n, v)s), i($j(r), I% (x&(0), r(y), 
sup(r,~), R(r,(x, Y,z)s), N, fl(r, (x)s), C(~,(X)S), Y?S, I(r,s, t) and W(r,(x)s) are 
m-terms; if n E N and r, s1 , . _. ,sn are m-terms, then G(T,s,, . _ . .s,) is an m-term. 
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Additionally, with the same r,s,x as before in ML, and MLJ.,,, J(r,(x)s) is an 
m-term. Abstracted m-terms are (xi,. . ,x,)7 for some m-term r and variables xi,. ,x,, 
(In the case n = 0, ()r := r.) 
(e) The m-types of the four type theories are Nk (k E CO), (k E w), N, U; and if 
A, B are m-types, x E VarMr, r, s m-terms, then I7(A, (x)B), L(A, (x)B), A+B, l(A, r,s), 
W(A,(x)B), T(r) are m-types. 
Additionally, in ML~rnl,~~~ and MLJ_~~~, with the same k, A, B, x, r, s we have that &. , 
N, DC4 (x)B), L(A, @PA A+& IV , r, s), !V(A, (x)B ) are m-types. Abstracted m-types 
are (xi,. . ,x,)A for some m-type A (again ()A := A). 
(f) If r s (n-1,. ,x,)s is an abstracted m-term or m-type, rl,. ,r,, n 3 1 are m-terms 
or m-types, then r(r1,. . . ,r,,) :=s[xI := t-1,. . , x,, := r,]. r is a suitable abstracted m-term 
means in the following, that if r(r,, . ,r,,) occurs, then r -(XI,. . . ,x,)s for some xi 
and s, and the substitution is allowed. Similarly, we define for abstracted m-types A 
and m-terms r;, A(r1,. . , r,,) and suitable abstracted m-types. 
(g) An m-context-piece is a string xi : Al,. .,x, : A, where n>O, x; different vari- 
ables, Ai m-type. An m-context is an m-context-piece x1 : Al,. . . ,x, : A,,, such that 
FV(A,)C{X~,...,_X_~} for i= 1 , . . .n. The empty context (n = 0) will be denoted 
by 0 and the concatenation of the context pieces A and A’ by A, A’. 
The m-judgements are the following: context. A type, A = B, s: A and s = t : A 
where A, B are m-types and s, t m-terms. 
A dependent m-judgement is an expression r =+ 0 where r is a m-context, 0 an 
m-judgement. Two dependent m-judgements r + 0 and r + 0’ are a-equivalent, if 
they differ only in the choice of bounded variables. We write, if 0 is a judgement, 0 
instead of 0 =+ 0, and, if r is a context-piece, r context instead of r + context. 
Definition 3.2 (Of the four type theories ML,rn], MLJ and ML[TDI,~~~ and MLJ.,,,). 
(a) We will define the rules, which are of the form 
where r I,. . . , r,, r are m-context-pieces, 0, , . , O,,, 0 are m-judgements (n = 0 is 
allowed) of the four type theories. Then we define for T E {MLIT~I, MLJ,ML~T~~,~~~} 
T F r + 0 inductively by: 
If (Rule) is a rule of T as above, A is an m-context of T such that the following 
holds: 
. A,T,,..., A, r,,, A, r are m-contexts of T; 
l TI-A,T;+O; for i=l,...,n; 
l if n = 0 and A, r $0, then T 1 A, r context. 
Then Tt-A,r+@. 
In (b)-(d) let A,B, C,D be in each rule suitable abstracted m-types, a, b, c, r, 
s, t suitable abstracted m-terms, 0 be an m-judgement, r be an m-context-piece of 
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the currently treated type theory, all possibly with indices or accents ‘. Further let 
x, y,z,u be variables. If for some abstracted m-term or m-type A we have an oc- 
currence of A(xi,. . . ,x,), in the first such occurrence as a premise of a rule assume 
xi#FV(A) (i=l,.,., n). Further assume that all substitutions are allowed. A -+ B ab- 
breviates ~{~,(~)~) for a new variable X. 
(b) The rules of MLJ are as follows: 
General r&s 
(Cant) A type 
x : A context (Ass) 
x : A, r context 
x:A,I’+x:A 
x : B not a context-piece 
in r 
Wfl) 
r:A 
r=r:A 
r=s:A 
t%q) ~ s=r:A 
r=s:A A--B 
s=t:A 
(Tr=w) x 
B=C 
(Transz) - 
A=C 
r:A 
(Reel,) $$- 
X:A,r=+-O 
r=s:A 
(Rep&) A=B 
r=s:B 
x:A,f+B(x) type 
(Sub) 
=+t:A 
Qx:=tJ 3 @[x:=t] (Sub21 
t=t’:A 
i-[x := t] =+ B(t) =B(t’) 
x:A,T + s(x):B(x) type 
(Sub3) 
t=t’.A 
T[.x := t] * s(t) =s(t’) : B(t) 
Type introduction rules 
Where r + 0 and r’ =+ O’, 
are ~-equivalent 
(N ) z 
Nk type 
@EN) (NT) N tYPe 
A type A type 
(flT) 
x:A zs B(x) type 
(ET) 
x:A =s- B(x) type 
WA,B) we J?A,B) 
A type 
(+Y B type 
A+B type 
‘4 type 
(WT) 
x : A + B(x) type 
W(A,B) 
Introduction rules 
W:. 1 
ik :Nk 
(itk, i,kE N) 
(Nb) r:N 
S(r) : N 
x : A =s B(x) type 
r:A 
(C’> 
s : B(r) 
p(r,s):Z(A,B) 
.r:A =+ B(x) type 
r:A 
(W’) 
s : B(r) 4 W(A, B) 
sup(r,s) : W(A, B) 
Elimination rules 
Z:Nk *D(Z) type 
r:Nk 
(N,E ) 
s,:D(&.) (i=O...k - 1) 
C,(r,so,...,sg_1):D(r) 
(kEf+J) 
r:N 
z:N =+ C(z) type 
s : C(0) 
x:N,y:C(x) =+ 
(NE) 6-G Y> : C(S(x)) 
P(r, s, t ) : C( /*) 
.4 type 
I’ : A 
(ITI 
s : ‘4 
[(A, I’, s) type 
(N;) 0:N 
(fl’) 
s:A =+ t(x): B(s) 
L(r): h’(A,B) 
r:A 
(+‘I) B type 
l(r) : A+B 
(I’) 
s : A 
r(s): l(A,s,s) 
x : A 3 B(x) type 
.s:II(A.B) 
(nt) 
1. : A 
Ap(s,r):B(r) 
x : A + B(x) type 
I’ : C(A, B) 
z:Z(A,B) + C(z) type 
x:A. v:B(x) 3 
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s:A 
s’:A 
z : ASB * C(z) type r:I(A,s,s’) 
r:A+B x : A, y : A,z : I(A,x, y) =+ 
x : A + s(x) : C(i(x)) C(x, Y, z ) type 
(+E) Y : B =+ t(Y) : Co’(Y)) 
uE I* 
x:A + t(x):C(x,x,r(x)) 
D(r, s, t) : C(r) J(r, t) : C(s, s’, r) 
x:A + B(x) type 
Y : W(A, B) 
u : W(A,B) + C(u) type 
x : A, y : B(x) + W(A,B),z : ZW(x),(u)C(Ap(y, ~1)) 
WEI * t(x, Y,Z> : C(SUPk Y)> 
R(v, t) : C(r) 
Equality rules 
z:Nk *D(z) type 
(VT) 
si : D(ik) (i = 0,. . . , k - 1) 
Ck(ik,~g,...,~k_-)==i:D(ik) 
(i<k,i,kE N) 
z:N + C(z) type 
s : C(0) 
(N,= > 
x : N, y : C(x) + t(x, v) : C(S(x)) 
P(O,s,t)=s: C(0) 
r:N 
z : N + C(z) type 
s : C(0) 
(NB) 
x : N, y : C(x) =+ t(x, y) : C(S(x)) 
P(S(r),s,t)=t(r,P(r,s,t)):C(S(r)) 
x:A 3 t(x):B(x) 
(n=) 
r:A 
Ap(,I(t),r) = t(r) : B(r) 
x:A =+ B(x) type 
r:A 
s:B(r) 
z : C(A,B) + C(z) type 
(c=) x : A, Y : B(x) =+ t(xt y) : C(P(X, y)> 
W+-,s), t> = t(r,s) : %+-,s)) 
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r:A r:B 
z : A+B + C(z) type 
x : A =s s(x) : C(i(x)) 
z:A+B =% C type 
x : A + s(x) : C(i(x)) 
(+:I 
Y : B =+ t(v) : Cci(v)) Y :B =i= t(y): WY)) 
D(i(r),s,t)=s(r):C(i(r)) (‘?=) D(j(r),s, t) = t(r) : C(j(r)) 
s:A 
x : A, y : A,z : Z(A,x, y) 3 C(x, y,z) type 
(I=)* 
x:A =+ t(x):C(x,x,r(x)) 
J(r(s), t) = t(s) : C(s,s, r(s)) 
x: A + B(x) type 
r:A 
s : B(r) + W(A, B) 
u: W(A, B) + C(u) type 
x : A, y : B(x) -+ W(A, B), 
(w’) z: n(B(x),(u)C(Ap(y,v))) * Q,Y,z): C(sup(x,y)) 
R(sup(r, s), t) = t(r,s, A((u’)R(Ap(s u’), t))) 
: C(sup(r,s)) 
(if u g’FV(C), D’ $ FV(s) U FV(t)) 
Rules for the universe 
Type introduction rules for the universe 
(U’ 1 U type CT’ ) 
a:U 
T(a) type 
Introduction rules for the universe 
a:U 
cm x : T(a) =+ b(x) : U 
ii(a,b):U 
a:U 
(3 x : T(a) =+ b(x) : U 
c^(a, b) : u 
a:U 
a:U r:T(a) 
G’) 
b:U 
@) 
s : T(b) 
a+b:U Qia,r,s) : U 
a:U 
m x : T(a) + b(x) : U 
%(a, b) : U 
Equality rules for the universe 
(%;) T(&) =Nx 
(k E OJ) 
131 
(G=) T(G)=N 
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a:U 
<fi=, 
x : T(a) + b(x) : U 
T(&a, b)) = n(T(a), (x)T(&))) 
a:U 
(F) 
x:T(a) + b(x):U 
T(T(a,b)) = C(T(a), (x)T(&))) 
a:U 
a:U Y : T(a) 
(+=) 
b:U 
g=, /. 
s:T(bj 
T(aTb) = T(a)+T(b) T(I(a, v, s)) = I(T(a), r, s) 
a:U 
(@‘I 
x : T(a) =+ b(x) : U 
T(W(a,b)) = W(T(a), (x)T(b(x))) 
(c) The Rules for MLtrn] are the same as for MLJ (but referring to m-terms, 
-types etc. of MLlrn] instead of MLJ) but with the elimination- and equality 
rules for the identity type (IE) and (I=) (denoted by *) replaced by the following 
rule: 
s:A 
s’:A 
(IE) 
r:I(A,s,s’) 
s=.s’:A 
(d) The Rules for MLlrn~,~~~ (MLJ,~“~) are the same rules as for MLlrn] (MLJ). 
Additionally we have the following rules for the underlined constructors: 
A type A type 
ulT> 
x:A+B(x) type 
(n= ) 
x:A=+-B(x) type 
D(A, B) type D(A,B) = n(A,B) 
Similarly for N, Nk, Z, f, 1, W. 
Remark 3.3. (On the versions considered). (a) Apart from modifications of names, 
we have changed MLlrnl in the following sense relative to the formulation in [36], in 
order to be as close to “MLJ” (which slightly weakens the system, but this is no harm 
since we treating lower bounds only): 
We have omitted the rule, which derives r : A from r = r : A. 
We have replaced the thinning rule by the context rule. 
In [36] the elimination rule for n has assumption n(t): Lf(A,B) instead of x: A + 
t(x):B(x), similarly for C. Our version is obviously slightly weaker. 
We have replaced the elimination rules for the C-type using projections by the 
elimination rules found, e.g. in [19]. By defining E(r,s) :=s(pa(r),pl(r)), our rules 
can be derived from the original rules. In the opposite direction we can define as 
well PO, pl using E by pa(r) := E(r, (x, v)x) and pi(r) := E(r, (x, v)y), however we 
do not get the n-rule, therefore our rules are slightly weaker. 
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l We have omitted the equality rule for the identity type. Further we have changed 
the constructor for the introduction rule to r(a) instead of r in order to be as close 
as possible to the other system (and we weaken the system microscopically). 
o We have added the rule (Repl:) for systematic reasons, which seems to be missing. 
However we will not use that rule. 
Note that the essential difference between ML~TDI and MLJ are the elimination rules 
for the identity type. 
(b) We have not added to MLJ the equality versions of type introduction, introduc- 
tion and elimination rules (e.g. that from x : A + t = r : B(x) we can derive J(t) = J(t’) : 
II(A,B)) as it can be found in [22]. Our systems suffices, and is weaker than the 
system in [22], since the substitution rules are provable there (see [22], 
Theorem 4.2 for (Sub, ), for (Sub?) and (Sub3 ) this follows similarly) and we are 
interested in lower bounds only. 
(c) One could have replaced Nk by ,NI f:..N! for k>2, further Nt by I(N,O,O), 
ktlmes 
therefore only No is needed. We do not use Nk for k ~2. 
3.2. Ahhreviutions 
Definition 3.4. Let in this definition T be one of the four type theories, 
We 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
introduce several abbreviations and conventions, to work more easily in T. 
We assume, that ail free variables are chosen differently from bounded variables, 
and bounded variables are chosen in such a way that there are no variable clashes. 
identifying a-equivalent m-terms and m-types. 
We will write I- + r : A for T t r 3 r : A. where T is the type theory we are work- 
ing in. Further T+r,s:A for TtT+r:AATtT=+s:A, etc. We say “r=%A” 
for “T t- f + t : A for some m-term”. 
By “assume r +A type, then (*)” we mean: For every context A such that 
Tt- A, r +A type (*) relative to the context A follows. (Usually, A is in this 
situation a meta-variable for an m-type.) 
We write (ix.t) for j((x)f), if sE(C,~,W,~:,LI,W,~,,,~}, Sx:A.B for S(A, 
(x)B), and (YS) for Ap(r,s). The usual conventions about omitting brackets apply. 
Especially, the scope of i,x. is as long as possible, for instance ix.3 t should be read 
as i,x. (s t). We will write i,x, y. t for i.x.Ry . t, ‘v’x, y : A. B for ‘dx : A ,‘Jv : A. B, sim- 
ilarly for 3,I7,Z and for more than two variables. 
The projections r0, rl are defined by r0 := E(r, (x, y)x), rl := E(r, (x, y)y). Further 
(r=AS):=I(A,r,s). 
We use V and II, 3 and C as the same symbol, similarly for q, ‘J etc. 
_l_:=No, AVB:=A+B, A xB:=AAB:=Cx:A.B for a new variablex, A-B:= 
(A-,B)A(B~A),(rememberA--tB:=17x:A.Bforanewvariablen),-1A:=Aj 
1, (r S.4 s) := ~(r =A s). A, V, V’, 3 are used for types considered as propositions, 
whereas x, +, Il, C are used for types as functions and sets in the sense of 
Martin-LGf. 
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(h) We define Vx rel s.A:=Vx’xC.x rel s-+A and 3x rel s.A:=3x:C.x rel SAA, in 
any situation where we have x : B +x rel s type, and can read the type B from 
rel. (rel will be either a binary relation between elements of a type, e.g. <N, and 
s a term of type B, or rel will be the E-relation defined between terms for natural 
numbers and types as defined later). If x E FV(s), then we first have to change to 
an a-equivalent form, considering Vx rel s.A=*Vy rel s.A[x := y], if y $ FV(A) 
and substitutable for x, similar for 3. 
(i) In this and the next section we assume that A, B, C are m-types, a, b, c, r,s, t 
m-terms, r, A m-context-pieces, 0 an m-judgement, u, v, w, X, y, z variables, all pos- 
sibly with indices or accents (‘). Elements of OT are usually denoted by a, b, c. 
3.3. Working with the universe 
Remark 3.5. We can derive in MLJ,~“~ and MLIrol,,,, from the rules (CT), (C’), 
(CE), (C’) for a type constructor C # U,T new rules by replacing some of the ex- 
plicit occurrences of C by C. This is possible since from the assumption and the new 
type-introduction-rules we can derive C( tl , . . . , t,) =c(t,, . . , t,) (e.g. in the (ZI) rules 
we always get I7(A, B) = I7(A, B)). The only exception are the types B(t) -+ W(A, B) 
and B---f W(A,B) in the rules (WI), (WE) and (W’) in the case of MLITD~+~: 
We do not have B -+ W(A, B) = B 2 W(A, B), therefore W cannot be replaced by W. 
So, when we reason informally, we have only to be careful with the use of under- 
lining in the case of the W-type, and here only for the cases mentioned. 
(Note that in the presence of the equality versions of the type introduction rules this 
problem does not occur). 
Definition 3.6. (a) We define Ii/(C) for all term, type and underlined type constructors 
C of the four type theories: If C is a small type constructor, $(C) := C. For all other 
constructors C we define Ii/(C) := C. 
(b) For a b-object $(b) is the result of applying $ to each symbol. The same applies 
for m-context-pieces, -contexts, -judgements. 
(c) We define y(C) and 2(C) for some type constructors C: If C is a small type 
constructor, y(C) := C. For all other type constructors C y(C) is undefined. 
(d) If A is an abstracted m-type, then A_ is the result of underlining all small type 
constructors in A. 
(e) Definition of y(A) for some abstracted m-types A. (For all other m-types, the 
value of y(A) will be a symbol for undefined.) We will write y(A) I for “y(A) is 
defined”,ands-tfor(sL++tl)A(sl. -+ s = t), where a more complex term is defined, 
if the process of successively evaluating it always leads to defined terms. 
y(T(t)) := t. For underlined type constructors C and abstracted m-terms or -types 
Di, Y(C(DI >. . .) tn)) : - Y(c)(m), . . . > y(D,)), where y(t) := t for m-terms t and y((xr , 
. ..) x,)D) : N (XI,. . . ,x,,)y(D). For all other type constructors (especially U) y(C(t,, . . . , 
t,,)) is undefined. 
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(f) We define d(A) for m-types A. If y(A) is defined, $(A):=T(y(A)). If this in- 
stance does not apply, we define 4(C(Dt,. ,D,)) :- C($(Dl), . , c#r(D,)), where C 
is a constructor and Di are abstracted m-terms or types. Here 4(t) := t, for m-terms t 
and $(@I )..., x,)4):=(x I,..., x,)&4). 
(g) 4(B) is defined for m-judgements, -contexts, etc., by applying 4 to all the types 
occurring there. 
Lemma 3.7. Assume A[x := t], B[x := t] are allowed substitutions, where A,B are 
m-terms or m-types and t an m-term. 
(a) ~(A)1~~(&:=tl)L 
(b) If y(B) is dejined, then y(B)[x := t] is allowed, y(B)[x := t] = y(B[x := t]). 
(c) 4W[x:=tl and $(B)[x := t] are allowed, $(B)[x := t] = c#~(B[x := t]), 
$(B)[x:= t] = $(B[x := t]). 
Lemma 3.8. Let T = MLtro] and T,,, = MLtro~,~~~ or T = MLJ and T,,, = MLJ,aux. 
(a) If’ T,,, t r =+ 0, then T k \C/(r) + $(O). 
(b) If’T,,,kr+@, then TaUXt-$(T)~&O). 
(c) Zf’T,,,Er+O, where OE{A type,s:A,s=t:A,A=B,B=A} or T,,,IT,x:A, 
A =S O’, and iffurther y(A) I, then T,,, E 4(T) + ;,(A) : U. 
Proof. (a) and simultaneously (b) and (c) follow by an easy induction on the deriva- 
tion. Cl 
Definition 3.9. We say “r + A type is correctly defined from fi + Oi (i = 1,. . , n )“, 
iff the following holds for all contexts A: 
l A, r, + 0, for all i implies A, r 3 A type. 
l If for all i E { 1,. . .,n} such that Oi Z (B type) for some B we have y(B) 1, 4(K) 
=+ y(B) : U, and for all other i we have A, 4(K) + &O,) then A, 4(r) =+ y(A) : U. 
We write “A is a type correctly defined from . .” for “A type is correctly defined 
from . .“. 
From now on we are working in MLJ,~“~ and ML~rol,~~~. Let ML be one of these 
two theories. 
3.4. The basic types and sets in ML 
Definition and Remark 3.10. (a) Let B := NZ. Obviously ;,(iB) 1. 
(b) Let ff := 02, tt := 12. Obviously tt,ff : B. 
(c) Zfr~s&t:=C~(r,s,t).Obviouslyx:B,y:A,z:A=~ifx~y~z:A. 
(d) zm(t):=T(if. t then & & fi,). atom(t) is obviously a type correctly defined 
from t: B. - 
(e) rA~s:=iJ’r &s g& ff, rVss:=if'r &tt e&s, l~lr:=jfr then ff 
& tt. r Ao s, r VB s, 1~ lr : B. Obviously atom(r As s) H atom(r) A atom(s) etc. 
(f) We assume the usual ordering of the natural numbers defined, i.e. there are 
m-terms < N. B, <N,B of type N + (N + S), written infix (i.e. r <N,B s for 
<N,~rs), we define r <Ns:=atom(r <N,BS), r <~s:=atom(r <~,ns), and as- 
sume that the usual properties of <N, <N can be proved in ML. 
In the following we will define classes of natural numbers, the subsets of the 
natural numbers and decidable subsets of the natural numbers. Classes are proper- 
ties on the natural numbers. If this property is small, i.e. can be seen as an ele- 
ment of the universe, than the class will be an element of the power set of the 
natural numbers. The decidable subsets are those for which we can decide by hav- 
ing a function N --) B, whether an element belongs to the set. The distinction be- 
tween classes and sets is similar to this distinction in subsystems of analysis and set 
theory. 
Definition and Remark 3.11. (a) r + (x)A : Cl(N) : H T,x : N 3 A type. 
We will identify (x)A and (_v)A[x := y], if y @ FV(A) and substitutable. 
(b) In the following, if we say T+A : Cl(N), A stands for (x)B for some variable 
x and some m-type B. We say “A is a class” for A : Cl(N). 
Note, that “A is a class, correctly defined from . . .” stands for “A E (x)B for some 
m-type B and x : N + B type is correctly defined from . . .“. 
(c) (t E (x)A) := A[x := t]. This is a type correctly defined from A : Cl(N) and t : N. 
(d) Y(N) := N + U, the power-set of the natural numbers. 
(e) tC’ :=(y)T(ty). tC’ is a class, correctly defined from t :9(N). If it is clear, that 
t is an element of ./P(N), we omit the superscript Cl, writing s E t for s E tC’, which is 
an abbreviation for T(ts). 
(f) .Ypdec(N) := N --) B, the decidable subsets of the natural numbers. 
(g) a Edcc b := ba. We have x : N, y : Ydec(N) JX E&c y : B. 
(h) t dec.C’ := (_v)atom(y Edcc t). tdec.C’ is obviously a class, correctly defined from 
t : .Ydec(N). If it is clear that t is an element of PdeC(N), we will omit again the 
superscript dec, Cl (so s E t stands for atom( ts)). 
(i) t @A := -(t E A), a type correctly defined from t : N and A : Cl(N). 
(j) A~B:=VXEA.XEB for some new variablex, ArB:=AcBABCA, both are 
types correctly defined from A, B: Cl(N). Obviously, we have that 2 is an equivalence 
relation, C a partial ordering. 
(k) (x)A U (x)B := (x)(A V B), (x)A n (x)B := (x)(A A B) (note that we identify 
8x-equivalent objects in Cl(N)). Obviously, both are classes correctly defined from 
A, B : Cl(N). 
(I) B := (x)1, a correctly defined class. 
(m) {~~,...,a,} :=(x)(x= N at V . V x =N a,,), a class correctly defined from Ui : N. 
(n) To ease the intuition {x 1 A} := (x)A, which we will use if we are talking about 
an element of Cl(N), Y(N), Ydec(N). {x E A 1 B} := {x /x E A A B}. 
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(0) If A is an m-term or m-type, which possibly depends on x, then 
u~:5A:={y~3x:B.g(x)r\,EA}, 
U r-:R,ii;(.r)A:=(Y/~X:B.(Pi*)i?.vEA}, 
uxEEA:=={y13XEB.yEA}, 
U rEH,~(x~A:={Y13XEB.~(X)AYtA}. 
If t is a term $x, then 
Remark 3.12. (a) If r + B: Cl(N), B =(x)A, then y(B) J. ++;](A) j., and if y(B) J,, then 
~~(A)=(x~(~), and we have ~(~)~~“(y(A)):~(N). 
(b) IfA,A’,B,B’:Cl(N), AZA’, BEB’, then AU~~A’U~‘, AflBgA’nB’. 
Definition 3.13. By “A’ is a decidable n-ary relation” we mean that there is an n-ary 
function Rh,, : N” ---f B, written as R&.,(tl , . . . , t,, ), and that in the following R’(t,, . . . , tn) 
:= atom(R&,(ii,. . . ,tn))_ Sometimes, if n = 2, R’ and R&,, will be written 
infix. 
3.5. Using the W-type 
The following is a preparation for the definition of W(A) in Section 5. 
Definition 3.14. (a) index := iy’.R(y’,(x, y,z)x). 
(b) pred := ly’.R(y’, (x, y,z);Lu .yu). 
(c) s -$A,Rj t := 3u : B(index(t)). s -w(~.~)pred(t)u. (s is an immediate subtree  
of t). 
(d) s <:w(A,B) t := 3J’ : (N --~W(A,~~).~~:N.O<N~~(~O)=~(A.B~~~(~~~=W~A.B)~ 
r\ Vi : N .i < N n -+ (j-i) -XL{,,,, f(S(i)). (s is a subtree of f). 
(e) s =~w(A,E) t := (s <W(Q) f) V (s =w(A,B) f). 
(f) We will in the following omit the index W(A,B), if there is no confusion. 
Remark 3.15. Assume x : A =i B(x) type 
(a) ~:W(A,~)~index(~):A, ~:A,y:~B(~)~W(A,~))~index(sup(~,~y)~=x:A. 
(b) ~:W(A,~)~pred(~):(~(index(~))~~(A,B)), and x:A,y:(B(x)+W(A,B)) 
=+ pred(sup(x, y)) = 1~1 .yu : (B(x) -S(A,B)), where S can be W and W. 
(c) We have s +& Bj 6s +w(A,B) t and s %w(A,E) t are types correctly defined from 
A type, x : A + i(x) type and s,t : W(A,B) (where x $Z R(B)). 
Lemma 3.16. Assume x : A =+ B(x) type. 
(a) ~x,y:W(A,B).x<y++(x+yVx=y). 
(b) ‘ky,z :W(A,B).(x-:y/~y+z)+x-:z. 
(c) v~~,y:W(A,B).x~‘y-tx~y. 
(d)tlu:W(A,B).‘i&:A.Vy:(B(x)+W(A,B)).(u<’ sup(x,y))~(~v:B(n).u=w(~,~)y~). 
(e) \Ju:w(A,B).trx:A.IJy:(B(x)--W(A,B)).u~ sup(x,y)o3v:B(x).u~(yU). 
(I”) ‘dx: W(A,B).lX<X. 
Proof. (a)-(c) are immediate. (d) follows by using the substitution rules and x : A, y : 
(B(x) --+ W(A,B)), u : B(x) + pred(sup(x, y))u = yu : W(A,B). (e) follows from (d). (f): 
Induction on u : W(A, B): Assume x : A, y : (B(x) -W(A,B)), p:(Vu:B(x).~yzt-cyu). 
Assume sup&y) -X sup(x, y). Then sup@, y) $ (ytl) for some n : B(x), yv -x’ supfx, y), 
therefore (‘a) -C (yv), and using p we get I, and therefore the assertion. q 
4. The well-ordering proofs 
4.1. Overview 
The usual method for establishing well-ordering proofs in strong theories is the 
method of distinguished sets (in German “ausgezeichnete Mengen”) developed mainly 
by Buchholz and Schiitte. The first publication can be found in f5], and this paper - 
unfortunately it is in German - might serve as an excellent introduction for the reader, 
who does not know this area well. Jlger used the methods in { 151 to determine the 
proof theoretical strength of Feferman’s theory Ta and therefore applied it to a system 
for constructive mathematics. The methods were refined in the book by Buchholz and 
Schiitte [I I] and a draft on recent research can be found in [7]. This last article was 
the major basis for our well-ordering proof. We have modified it in order to avoid 
fundamental sequences. 
In [32] we have tried to give motivation and an introduction to well-ordering proofs 
in type theory (restricted to systems without a universe). 
Originally, the methods for carrying out well-ordering proofs were developed for the 
use in subsystems of analysis and in set theory. In our proof we are just going to adapt 
these techniques to the type theoretic setting. The best way to get an understanding of 
what is going on seems to be to study it first in the set theoretic setting, and then to 
look at the way this proof can be carried out in type theory. Therefore, in this section, 
we are trying to refer as little as possible to the type theory. We will characterize the 
const~ctions we are giving and will present the type theoretic definitions themselves 
in Section 5. In the current section we work almost as we would work in traditional 
theories as well. 
We start in the well-ordering proofs with a set A which we want to extend to a big- 
ger set W(A) (Assumption 4.10, the actual definition of W(A) will be carried out 
in Lemma 5.6(d).) In order to do this, we define first a set or class M(A) (Defini- 
tion 4.5(c)), which is a set of ordinal terms, which are potential elements of W(A), 
and the set or class rA(a) of predecessors of a relative to A, (Definition 4.5(a)). Now 
inpuresettheorywewoulddefineW(A)=n{YCNIVxEM(A).zA(x)5:Y-txEY}. 
In our setting we characterize W(A) as a set (or class), such that for all b E M(A), 
from z”(b)c W(A) follows bG W(~), and further, W(A) is the least set with this 
property, i.e. for any class C, if for all bE M(Af, @(b) C C implies bE C, then 
W(A)C c. 
If we look at W(A) between 0, and &+I, then (at least as long as the weak 
condition WC M(A) is fulfilled) W(A) is the well-founded part of the set of ordinals 
the atoms of which below Sz, are in A. Gaps in the set A below 52, will create gaps in 
W(A). (For instance, if there is a gap between b and Q,, then there is a gap in W(A) 
between Q,.e+b and 52,.(e+ 1) for e-:&,1.) 
A set A will be called distinguished {De~nition 4.181, if A is a segment of W(A). 
In a classical theory, this would mean that A = W(~) n b for some b, but in an intu- 
itionistic theory we cannot determine in general such a b. If A is a distinguished set 
and C&i +A, then Af’{xEOTIG a $ x -i sZ,+ I} is the well-founded part of the ordinal 
terms the components below & are in A itself (so the atoms themselves are again in 
the well-founded part of similar kind). Very roughly, we could say that A is some kind 
of fixed point of W(A) (in fact, in general W(A) is bigger, but all ordinal terms in 
W(A)\A are bigger than the ordinal terms in A) or if is well-founded with support in 
itself. 
Using the definition of distinguished sets, we get another understanding of W(A): If A 
is distinguished, A 2 W(A) n K (A is the distinguished part up to ti), then W(A) I’? xi- 
is distinguished (the distinguished part up to ti+). So W(A) is some kind of jump 
operator, which gives the step to the next cardinal. 
We conclude the principle of induction over distinguished sets (Lemma 4.21(a)), 
and that the ordinal terms in the countable part of distinguished sets form a segment 
(Lemma 421(b)), which is well-ordered in the usual sense (Lemma 4.21(c)). 
In order to prove transfinite induction up to some big ordinal notation (in the count- 
able part), we therefore need just to find a distinguished set, which contains this ordinal 
notation. Since distinguished sets are closed under the collapsing function $, in order 
to get a distinguished set which contains $o,Q+,, it suffices to define such a set which 
contains Q+,, . With sets this is not possible, but we can introduce distinguished classes 
as well (note that we have only restricted comprehension schemes available). If we 
take the union over all distinguished sets, which is a class, we get a distinguished class 
# (Definition 4.25) with the property %+ ‘n I g W( da ‘)n I (Lemma 4.38(c)). We can 
define now distinguished classes (Definition 4.39) which contain SZI+~ and are done 
(Theorem 4.4 1). 
Assumption 4.1. In this section we will not cure &out un~~~rl~n~ng ~ }nstru~t~rs. 
Ess~nt~~l~y, we can u~d~r~in~ any parts of the formula exceptfizr the classes it is built 
from (denoted by A, B, C) us long as we undermine ~~~ryth~ng i  an ~bbrel~i~ti~~l 
consistent/y (e.g. in M(A), W(A) or A S B as dejined be/w, either u/i cwtstrwtors 
apart jkom those positioned in A and B ure underlined or none j. tVhen introducing 
u new element A of the uniwrse by ,vriting A :9(N) we will be a little bit sloppy 
and write A instead qf it(;@)). 
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4.2. ~e~ni#~on f M(A), z”(a), S&(B) 
Preliminaries 4.2. In this section, assume, unless tated dtfirently, that A, B, C : Cl(N), 
a, b, c,d : N, u, 7~ : N such that K, z E R, all ~ossibIy with subscripts or accents (‘). 
Assmnption 4.3. In the following, we assume that for every primitive recursive set A 
and every k-ary primitive recursive function f defined in Section 2 we have de~ned 
corresponding sets A : @et(N) and functions f : Nk + N, such that the same Zemmata, 
provable now in Martin-L@” s-type theory, hold. 
In order to define M(A) and @(a) we will first introduce a set C’(A) (Definition 5.4). 
This is roughly speaking the set of ordinals built from atoms in A na by all ordinal 
functions, except that we restrict & to IC such that a + IC. For a E OT, A G OT, C?(A) 
is the least set of ordinals Y, such that 
(Cl) AnaG Y, 
(C2) 0,IE Y, 
(C3) If b,cEY, d=~,b$cVd=NF(PbcVd=NFSZb then dEY 
(C4) If IC, c E Y, a < K, d =NF I&C, then d E Y. 
Since in (C2)-(C4) we are referring to terms with length less than a, this defi- 
nition can be transformed into an ordinary (not inductive) definition. This is done in 
Definition 5.4 in Section 5. In this section we only need what is stated in 
Assumption 4.4. 
Adoption 4.4. For every A : Cl(N), and a : N we assun~e that there exists a b-object 
P(A) such that (?(A) : Cl(N), which is correctly dejined from A : Cl(N), and a : N, and 
such that (in this version and in the underlined version according to Assumption 4.1), 
if a E OT, the fol~o~~ing hoods: 
(a) C’(A) G OT. 
(b) 0, I E (?(A). 
(c) ((d=~~~~cVd=~Fb+cV(d=~~~~Ab=c)))--t(d~CU(A)~(d~A~aV{b,c} 
C WA))). 
(d) Assume d =NF I&C. 
Zf a<rc, then dECn(A)++(dEAnav{x,c}&Ca(A)). 
Zfn<a, then dEC”(A)odEAna. 
C*(A) will be defined in Definition 5.4 and the properties are verified in Lemma 5.5. 
Definition 4.5. (a) zA(a) := C“(A) n a. 
(b) J&“(B) := {y E M(A) 1 @(y) c: B}. 
(c) M(A):={~EOT~~EC!‘(A)}. 
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Remark 4.6. (a) M(A), @(a), x@(B), are classes, correctly defined from A, 5 : Cl(N) 
and a:N. 
(b) M(A), @(a) C OT and &“(A) C M(A). 
(c) Assume A E A’, B ‘2 B’. Then C”(A) GG C’(A’), M(A) 2 M(A’), ~~(a) Y z”‘(a), 
dA(B) g d4’(B’). 
Lemma 4.7. A.W.KW a, b E OT. 
(a) A C M(A) -+ C’(A) S? C”(A). 
(b) (A~M(A)Au~b)~C~(A)~C’(A). 
(c) (A~M(A)~B~M(B)AAnZ~Bnii)--tCa(A)NCU(B). 
(d) a+SZt --+P(A)NOT. 
(e) Assume $ta<b+I, $ta<ccI anda~Ci(a). Then Cb(A)nCl(a)rCC(A)nCl(a). 
(f) Assume a+ IC, d:=$,c~oT, z:= min{a,d}, AC M(A). Then d~P(A)tt 
d~An~v{i~,c]~C~(A). 
(g) (ACM(A)n&cAb-‘=c-‘) -C$A)n(-i;+ I)=CC(A)n(i;+ 1). 
(h) AnaCC’(A). 
Proof. (a), (b): We show under the assumption ACM(A) and ;T<b that @(A)CC’(A). 
AssumeACM(A).WeshowtixEOT.ti’a,bEOT.as:bjxEC”(A)~xEC’(A)byin- 
duction on length(x). Suppose x =NF q+z V x =hF y +z V (x =NF Q, A y = z). Then x E A 
n b V y,z E C?(A). Suppose y,z E @(A). Then the assertion follows using the IH. The 
case x E A il a is trivial. Suppose x E A n b and a +x. Then x E M(A), x G?(A), y, 
z E C”(A), by IH y,z f P(A), x f P(A). Suppose x =NF $Ky. Then the assertion fol- 
lows in a similar way. 
(c), (d), (h): Easy. 
(e): Assume a, b,c as in the assertion. We show Vu E Ci(a).u E @(A) H u E CC(A) 
by Ind(length(u)) and assume u according to induction. 
Case u = 0, I: Trivial. 
Case u T=NF tpu, 2.~ Vu =&J, + ~2 V (u =NF ii?,, A ZQ = ~2). Then ~1,242 E C,(a) and 
u~C~(A)~ur,uz~C~(A)Vu~Anb~~u,,uz~C~(A)Vu~An3/ra~ul,u2~C’(A)~ 
u E An c ++ u E CC(A) (using the IH). 
Case u =NF t+!+~i. If K -X I, then u + $,a, ~<b,c, UEC~(A)~UEAWEC~(A). 
If I<K, then K,UI l Ci(a) and (by IH) UEC~(A)@K,UI ECb(A)VuEAnewIc,ul E 
C’(A}v~~An~~a~~,~, ~C“(A)vu~A17c~~uE=(A). 
(f): IfZi$d, thenZ=Cd, Ci(A)iZC!(A). Supposed+22 Then rc=I, ~EC’(A)%~E 
C”(A)%ddAnniTVcEC”(A), and by (e) ~dEAnaVcEG(A)#dEAn2iVk-,cE 
C(A). 
(g): We show Vx E 0T.x + g -+ (x E @(A) ++ x E CC(A)) by induction on length(x), 
assume x according to induction. 
Case x = 0, I: x E @(A) fl CC(A). 
Case x =NF (Pb’c’ or x =hFbf + c’ or x = Nr& Ab’=c’.xECb(A)~xEAnbv 
{b’,c’}~C~(A)~x~Annv{b’,c’}cC~(A)~x~C~(A). 
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C’ase~=Nr$~b’. Subcase Ic~b:xECh(A)~xEAnb~xEAnc~xEC(‘(A). Sub- 
case b$x: Byx+bfollows K=I, C+K. Nowby (f)xECh(A)@xxAV~,IECX(A) 
Hx E C”(A). 
Now C!‘(A) fl b E! CC(A) I’? g. Further b E CC(A) H b E C*(A) (and therefore the asser- 
tion): “+=” follows by (a), (b). ‘3”: Case b = &+I : g E C’(A) HZ E C’(A) #d f 
Ch(A)nbHdECC(A)++bECC(A). Case?;=~r~e:bECh(A)+~EC6(A)=+eECd(A) 
nCi(e) C Cc(A) (by (e)) * $ie)) E CC(A). 0 
A~umption 4.8. If not other~~ise stared, let in the elbowing A, Ai, A’, B, Bi, B’ : Cl(N), 
a, a;, a’, b, bi, b’, c, ci, cf : N, K, 7~ E R, 
Lemma 4.9. (a) A 5 M(A), b $ a + z”(a) n b 2 ?(b). 
(b) (ALM(A)r\b<aaA=Z)+zA(b)S~~(a)nb. 
(c) a-X&21 -+zA(a)~aa. 
(d) d 0, I f M(A). 
(e) rf A G M(A), b, c E (A nii) u (M(A)\:), ff=NFb-t-C or ff=NF@,c or ff=NF&,, 
then a E M(A). 
Proof. (a): Lemma 4.7(b). (b): Lemma 4.7(a).(c): Lemma 4.7(d). (d): 0, I E U’(A) for 
every y E Of. (e): In case of b + a, b f A 1’7; C C?(A), otherwise b = a, b E Cb(A) E 
C?(A). Similarly c E P(A), therefore a E P(A), a f M(A). 0 
4.3. The step to the next cardinal - W(A) 
We introduce now W(A), such that essentially 
w(A)=n{y,,l,,~(~).~“(x)~~~x~y}. 
More precisely, this will be characterized in the following assumption, the definition 
of W(A) can be found in Definition 5.6 in Section 5. 
Assumption 4.10. For every m-type A we as~~~~e that we can define a m-type W(A), 
which is correctiy dejned from A : Cl(N), such that 
(a) J@(W(A))GW(A), 
(b) If B : Cl(N), then J&(B) f~ W(A) C B -3 W(A) C. B. 
Notation 4.11. By “we prove ‘v’x f W(A). 4(x) by Indfx E We’ we mean that with 
B:={y:Nj#(y)) we show .&“(B)n W(A) S B, i.e. for all x E W(A) under the as- 
sumption Vy E Y’(x).&Y), which will be called induction hypothesis, holds 4(x). By 
Assumption 4.10(b) follows then Vx E W(A).$(x). By “assume x according to induc- 
tion” we mean in this context “assume x E W(A) and the induction hypothesis”. 
Definition 4.12. (a) Let for A : Cl(N), b : N Alb :=A rl (b + 1). 
(b) A r B := A C OT A’v’x E A .A[x s Blx (this is equivalent to A C Of A A 2 B A Vx E 
A. B nx CA, “A is a segment of P). 
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Lemma 4.13. (a) Yx~W(~).~‘~(X)~ W(~~~~~~M(~). 
(b) (An52,rBnS2,AA~M(A)AdlCM(B))--t(M(A)n~~+, ~M(~)n~~+,AW(~)n 
sz cr+ I g W(B) f? %+1). 
(c) If A 2 B, then W(A) 2 W(B). 
(d) W(A)nSZ, COT. 
Proof. (a): We show by Ind(x E W(A)) that Yx E W(A).(@(x) g W(A) Ax E M(A)), 
which is immediate. 
(b): The assertion for M(A) is obvious. For W(A) we show by Ind(x E W(A)) that 
Yx6zw(A).x<L2na*, +x E W(B), therefore W(A) n Sz o+l &W(B) n Qh+t, which is im- 
mediate, because of Yy -X Q,+, .7”(y) 2 rB(y). W(A) n Qatl > W(B) n ah+, follows in 
the same way. 
(c): Immediate by (b). 
(d): Yx~xQr.r~(x)Nx, therefore by (a) YXG W(A).xS W(A), and, since W(A)C 
OT, YxEW(A)nQ,.W(A)~x~x. Ll 
Definition 4.14. Assume A : Cl(N). 
(a) A is weakly downward closed iff Yx, y E OT.Yti E R.Yz E A.(((z =&x + y Vz =NF 
~.~~~(Z=NFSZ~/\X=Y))I(XEA~\YEA))~(Z=NF~~~;Y~K-‘EA)). 
(b) .4 is downward closed, iff A is weakly downward closed, Yx, y E 0T.Y.z E A.z =NF 
.~+_~--+(.xEAA~EA) Vxdx~A :x-~’ x- ‘EA and b’K-fRrlA.K-EA. 
(c) A is weakly upward closed bounded by C, iff (Yx, y E A.tiz E 0T.z 6 C -+ ((z =hF 
x+yvz=NF~~~~v~=~~~~)---tz~A))1\(0~C-tO~A)/2(1~C~I~A). 
(d) A is upward closed bounded by C, iff (Yx,y EA.Yz E 0T.z 6 C --+((z =x + y V 
~=(P.~~~~=SZ~V~=~+)+~EA))A(O~C~OEA)A(I~C~~EA). 
(e) A is (weakly) upward closed, iff A is (weakly) upward closed bounded by OT. 
Remark 4.15. If A is weakly downward closed and weakly upward closed bounded 
by C and A < C, then A is downward closed and upward closed bounded by C. 
Proof. Easy. q 
Lemma 4.16. (a) If A C M(A) and A n;i is weffki~ d~~~l~~~a~d close , thee C”(A) is 
~o~~~~v~r~ and u~wayd closed, z”(a) do~vn~vard closed and ~p~~~ard closed hounded 
~JJ a, and W(A) fl a+, M(A) (7 u’ are downward closed. 
(b) Zj’A n K C W(A), then A 13 K is weakly downward closed. 
Proof. (a) Assume A L M(A), A f%i weakly downward closed. We show C”(A) is 
weakly downward closed. (Note that C’(A) 2 C”(A)). Assume x =hF y+zVx =NF (p,zV 
(x =NF$Ay=z), XEC”(A). Then xEAfI(l, y,zfAn;ZcCi(A) or directly ,V,ZE 
C”(A). Assume x =NF t&y E C”(A), y E C,(y). We show K- E C”(A): 
If K<a, then xfAnZ, K-EA~~~SC”(A). 
CUXJ ic = I: K- = 0 E C”(A). 
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Case a+K#I: ?i+x, KECqA), lc=sz,+, for some z, by the first part of this proof 
z E C”(A), Ic- = 2 E C”(A) or K- =NF Sz, E C”(A). 
C@(A) is trivially weakly upward closed, therefore Ca(,4) is downward and upward 
closed. @(a) do~ward and upward closed bounded by a follows from the above. 
W(A)f-?a+, M(A)na ’ downward closed: Assume x =NF yt + y2 V x =NF (pY, y2 V 
(x =NFf&, A y] =y2) V (x =NF $I$ A y] = y2 = K-) V y] = ,~2 E {?,X-Fi,,-‘} V (X E R /i 
y1=y2=x-).Assumex~W(A)na+.Thenx~C~(A),y~~C~(A)nxrz~(x)~W(A). 
Assume x~M(A)na+. Then xgC”(A), by (a) yi EC”(A), by Lemma 4.7(b) yi E 
C’(A), yi E M(A). 
(b) Assume A n K E WfA)_ Assume x =hF yi + y2 VX =NF cpY, y2 V (x =_NF a,, A y1 = 
y2), xEA13lc. Then XEW(A)GM(A), XEV(A), x@Anx, therefore yt,y2~F(A) 
nxr@(X)~W(A)IXsA[x. A ssume x =_NF rl/,y, y E C,(y) and x E A. Then x E W(A) 
CM(A), x ccl(A), rrfCY(A). If n=I, then R- =OE W(A). Otherwise II.=Q~+, E 
CX(A),z+1~C”(A).Ifx~z+1,z~C”(A),otherwisez+1~z~(x)~W(A)nx~A, 
by the first part z f A nn C C”(A), in both cases therefore z E C”(A), x- = z E rA(x) or 
K- = N&z E r+), ?r- E W(A). 0 
Lemma 4.17. (a) 0 E W(A). 
(b) rfff tl IC N W(~) n fc, A 2 M(A f, then W(A) 13 uf is downward ckxed and ~~wffrd 
closed bounded by K+. 
(c) Assume A &M(A). Then VK,~E W(A).VZEOT.(Z= max( W(A)nZZA 
nhw3my~C,(y))-+*Ky~ w(A). 
Proof. (a): Trivial. 
(b): We show W(A) n K+ is weakly upward closed bounded by K’. By Lemma 
4.16(a) and Remark 4.15 follows the assertion. 
(i) 0 E W(A): (a). 
(ii) Assume b E W(A) Ti K+. We show Yc E W(A).Va E 0T.a =NF b i- c-a E W(A) 
by Ind(c E Wan)) and assume c according to induction, a =NF b + c, c E OT. c E W(A), 
by Lemma 4.9(e) therefore a E M(A). Assume d E @(a). Assume d -: b. Then d E @ 
(a)n b C zA(b) 2 W(A). Assume d = b. Then d E W(A). Assume b + d. Then d = bfd’, 
0 + d’ 4 c, therefore d =NF b + d’. d’ E Cn(A) n c C @(c), by IH d E W(A). Therefore 
LIE dA(W(A)) CW(A) and the assertion. 
(iii) Proof for a =NF q~,c: We show ‘db E W(~).~c E W(~).~a E UT-a =NF (pbc + a. < 
K+ ---f d E W(A) by Ind(b f W(A)), side-Ind(c E W(A)). Assume b according to main- 
induction, c according to side-induction. Assume a, a =NF (PbC, a 4 K+. We show 
a E W(A). Lemma 4.9(e) yields a E M(A). We show Vd E @(a).d E W(A) by side-side- 
Ind(length(d)). Assume d according to side-side-induction. Suppose d $ max{b, c}. 
Then d E @(b) U zA(c) U{b, c) C: W(A). Otherwise max{b,c} + d-+phc, d 4 G. Case 
d =EJF d, + dt. Then di E ~~(a), by side-side-IH dj f W(A), and by (ii) d f W(A). As- 
sume now max{b,c) -id =~~(~d,d2. Subcase dl+ b: dz 4a, d2 ~C’(A)flaE@(a), 
by side-side-IH d2 E W(A), further dl E Ca(A) n b g t”(b), by main-IH d E W(A). 
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Subcase dl = b: d2 E C’(A) n c C zA(c), by side-IH tl E W(A). Subcase b -: dt : d =$ c, 
contradicting the assumption above. 
(iv) We show ‘dbE W(A).Gh -: K+--+G~ E W(A) by Ind(bf W(A)) and assume 
b according to induction. If b=SZb the assertion is trivial. Let a= Szh and assume 
a =NF &?h, a -: K+. a E M(A) by Lemma 4.9(e). We show ti.v E z”(a).,y E W(A) by side- 
induction on length(y), and assume y according to induction. 
Suppose y $ h. Then y E zA(a)lb C ?“(b)U {b) C W(A). 
Assume b -: y -: a. Then y 4 Fi. 
Cuse y =&-. ,VI + y2 or y =NF rp,,yz: yi E ~~(a), by side-El _vi E W(A), by (ii), (iii) 
y E W(A). 
Cu.% J’ =NF a,,,, : yl E @(LIZ) n b C zA(b), by main-IH y E W(A). 
Case ~==NF q&y~. k.#I. ,y -:a, therefore ti<& yEC”(A), therefore yE A nn C 
W(~ )* 
(v) We show I -: K-+ --+ I E W(A). I E M(A). We show Vy E @(I).y E W(A) by in- 
duction on length(y): If y E A n I, y E W(A). If y = 0, y E W(A) by (i). If y =kF yi + 
y2 or ~==NF qY, yz or ~=NF a,,., A ye = y2, then by IH yi E W(A), by (ii), (iii), (iv) 
y E W(~). If y =NF &z, y E A n I C W(A). The assertion follows now by (i)-(v). 
(c): Assume ACM(A), zECarnW(A), W(A)nr2Anz. We show 
by Ind(y E W(A)). Then with z :=Z follows the assertion. Assume y according to 
Induction, y, K according to the assumptions of the assertion. We show 
~uEC,-(y)nC~L.L.(A)ns’.uEW(A) (*) 
by side-induction on length(u). Assume u according to induction, u E C,(y) n C%‘(A) 
nz+, Case u=O,I: (b). Case u =’ NF 2.81 f U2 Or U =NP qo,, U:! Or U =NF &&, f\ U] = IQ: By 
IH uj E W(A), by (b) u E W(A), 
Subcase u -: $Ty. Then by Lemma 4.7(f) u E A V( i,b%y -x n = I A 7~, U’ E P(A )). If u E A, 
u~AnzcW(A). Assume now n=I and I,u’EC?(A). If IC#I, U<K-EW(A), UE 
@“J(A) 13 K- C @(x-) C W(A). If k’= I, u’ -: y. By Lemma 4.7(e) U’ E &“‘(A) n C, 
(u’) C @J’(A), u’ E C,(u’) nz+ cr: C,(y) n ?+, by side-IH U’ E W(A)n r+. If M’ -x T, 
U’ f A n y n z 2 C’(A) ny 2 ?(y) (using Lemma 4.7(h)). If r 6 u’, 2 = z = >, U’ E 
W(A) C M(A), u’ E C”(A) ny Z C?(A) n y Z z”(y). In both cases the main-IH yields 
u f W@ )L._ 
Subcase $~~y = u. Then IC # I, u = K- E W(A). 
Subcase a 4 u. Then using Lemma 2.15(e) n, U’ E C,(y) 13 C%J’(A), u’ 4 y -x T+% u’ E 
&(u’), n.$~~Va=1. If x+z+, by side-IH new(A), n-EW(A). 
If x=2+, n- EW(A). Therefore in all cases 72 = IV 7c- E W(A)/z. By side IH further 
u’EW(A), ~‘EM(A), u’E&(A). If u’+F, U’-XZ, u’EW(A)nrcAnT, u’cAn”y 
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C rA(y). Otherwise U’ E C”(A) n y%CJ'(A)n yErA(y). The main IH yields in all 
cases &U EW(A), and the proof of (*) is complete. 
It follows &J’(A) fl t+kKy & W(A). Further, if y 4 cy, y E W(A) n z n Fy C ($‘(A) 
otherwise y E M(A), y E C’(A) c &J’(A). If K # I, IC- E M(A), IC- E C”-(A) E Cay(A), 
K E &J’(A), otherwise directly K = I E Caky, I&/KY + K, therefore &y E &J’(A), 
$~~YEWA), $~Y~-~~WGWCW(~). 0 
4.4. Distinguished sets and classes 
Definition 4.18. Ag(A) :=A C OT A A C W(A), A is a “distinguished set” (in German 
“ausgezeichnete Menge”). 
Prog(A,B):=Vx’xAA.Anx5B-+xEB. 
Prog(B) := Prog(Qi,B), (which is equivalent to Vx + !S, .x C B +x E B) A+ := 
UrEA((W(A)“Z+)u{z+}). 
Remark 4.19. (a) A+ is correctly defined from A : Cl(N), a: N. 
(b) If A “A’, B g B’, then A & B -A’ & B’, Ag(A) c) Ag(A’), Prog(A, B) H Prog(A’, 
B’), Prog(A) c) Prog(A’), A+ E A’+. 
Remark 4.20. If a E A, Ag(A), then @(a) E A n a. 
Proof. A n a C CO(A) fl a E ~~(a). Further a E A& W(A), zA(a)C W(A) n a k’ 
Ana. Cl 
Lemma 4.21. Assume Ag(A). 
(a) Prog(A, B) + A C B. 
(b) Af7Q1 & OT. 
(c) Prog(B) + A n 0, C B. 
PrOOf. (a) Assume Prog(A, B). Let C := {y E OT 1 y E A + y E B}. Then by Remark 
4.20 follows d’(C) C C, W(A) C C, A C B. 
(b) A~IL?, C W(A)nQ, L OT by Lemma 4.13(d). 
(c) By Prog(B), i.e. Prog(Q 1, B) follows Prog(A n Q ,, B), and by A n Cl, g $2, there- 
fore An!21 GB. 0 
Notation 4.22. If we have Ag(A), then by “we show Vx E A.&x) by Ind(x E A),’ 
we mean that we prove Prog(A, {x : N 1$(x)}), i.e. we show for all x E A under the 
assumption (which will be called induction hypothesis) Vy + x.y E A + 4(y) that 4(x) 
holds. By the lemma above follows then Vx E A.$(x). By “assume x according to 
assumption” we mean “assume x E A and the induction hypothesis for x”. 
Lemma 4.23. Assume Ag(A). 
(a) A is downward closed and upward closed bounded by A. 
(b) Zf K,C E A, K E R, c E C,(c), then I& E A. 
(c) Ag(A+)AACA+AVx’xA..x+EA+. 
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Proof. (a): Lemma 4.17(b). 
(b): Lemma 4.17(c). 
(c): ACA’C:OT: immediate. IfxEA, then ZvfA, ArG~W(A)rG%4+rE, A+n 
x+~W{~)n~+~W(~+)nx+, xfAnx+cW(A)nx+rW(A+)nx+, x+EA+, fur- 
ther 2 E A+ f?x+ 2 W(A+) nx+, x+ E W(A+), therefore #lx.’ G W(A+)lx+, therefore 
Vz EA+.A+lz” w(A+)lz, A” c: W(A+). u 
Lemma 4.24 (Uniqueness of distinguished sets). Assume A, : Cl(N), Aj Z W(Ai)naj 
(i=O, l), ao<al. Then AoZA, nao. 
Proof. W.1.o.g. a0 = at (otherwise replace A 1 by A I fiao). We show Vy E A0.y + a0 
+ y E A 1 by Ind(y E Ao), assume y according to induction, y -: a~. We show \Jz E A I .z 
+ y + z E A0 by Ind(z E A 1) and assume z according to induction, z 4 y. A0 n y G A ,, 
therefore AofbCAlnz. By ArnzcC follows ArnzCAonz. Therefore, Aojz% 
W(~o)lz~W(A,)lz~~ 1 1 z, z E Ao, the side-induction is complete. Now A 1 fl y C A0 
ny. Further AsnycAl ny. Therefore, y~AolyrW(Ao)l~~W(A,)ly~A1ly, and 
the main induction is complete. Therefore, A0 %A0 nu, CA,, similarly A 1 C A0 and 
we are done. Cl 
Definition 4.25. W := UX:,9P(Nj,AgcXjX. Obviously -ly- : Cl(N). 
Lemma 4.26. (a) ‘dX : P(N).Ag(X) ++ X C dkT, that is: the distinguished sets are just 
segments of 7Y. 
(b) g B: Cl(N) and B 5 %< then Ag(~). 
Proof. (a), “ --+ ” :X c -w‘ is clear. Assume a EX, b E ;lL” n a. Then there exists B : 
P(N) with bEB and Ag(B). X’:=Xlb, B’:=Blb. 
Then by Lemma 4.13(b) W(X’)Ib~W(X)Ib~X~b~X’ and W(B’)jb%‘W(B)lbZ5Blb 
E B’. Therefore by Lemma 4.24 X’ “B’, b E 3’ GX’ &X. 
“+” If CI E X, then there exists B : P(N) such that a E B and Ag(B). The proof 
of “ + ” Shows B C %@“, therefore Xlu 2 W’lu ZBla g W(B)la, therefore W(X)lu 2 
W(B)luZXla, and we conclude Ag(X). 
(b): As (a), “t”. 17 
Lemma 4.27. Ag(%“). 
Proof. Assume a E %‘“. Then a E A L ?8’” for some A : 9(N), Wlu N Ala, therefore 
W( %-)/a Z W(A)ju -“A/u S @‘“la. q 
Lemma 4.28. (a) Assume A:Cl(N), ‘v’xEA.3Y:S(N).Ag(Y)AxEYAY~A. Then 
&(A ). 
(b) [f A : Cl(N), y E OT, Ag(A), then Ag(A n y). 
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Proof. (a): We show A 5 ?V”. Assume x E A, Ag(Y), x E Y &A. Then Y E “ly-, -ly-Jx Z Y 
Ix &,41x C ?V”lx. By Lemma 4.26 Ag(A). 
(b): If a~Arly, then W(Afly)~a~W(A)~a~A~a~AAy~a. 0 
Lemma 4.29. (a) w is downward closed and upward closed bounded by Yf. 
(b) VJ’, 2 6 ‘%“.vX E OT.(x =NF y + Z v X =NF ‘pvZ v X =NF i+!$Z) +X E “if. 
(c) Vx E OT.SZ, E W -+ s2,+, E W. 
Proof. (a) follows using Ag(@‘“). 
(b): Assume Ag(A), Ag(B), yeA, z EB. Then A,B & ?‘Y, AUB 5 ?V”, Ag(AuB), 
y,zEAUB, y,zeC:=(AUB)+, Ag(C), and ifx=NFy+z,(Pyz or X=NFI,!$Z, z<c, 
ZECCW. 
(c): If 4 E A, Ag(A), then !&+I E A+, Ag(A+). 0 
Lemma 4.30. Assume a E M(%‘“) n I, B : P(N), zW-(a) =$ B g %+z. Then a E %‘I 
Proof. Let 2 := (Cx : N.x E B). By assumption there is some g : B + P(N) such that 
Vy : kAg(gy) A y0 E gy. Let C : P(N), C := (U,:b(gy)) n a. By Lemma 4.28 follows 
Ag(C). We show z”(a) C %‘“: If y E r”‘(a), then y E Ca(%‘“) n a, y =$x E $V for some 
x~B,x<u, ~EC~(W)~X~T~(X)U{X}CW. We show CS?Vna: “c”is obvious. 
“ > “: Assume y E %‘” n a. Then y E rw(a), y $ z for some z E B, z E g(p(z, p)) C “K” 
for some p : z E B, y E “Iy, therefore y E g(p(z, p)) & C. We show Vd E W(C).d + a + 
dE C, (therefore W(C) nu z C) by Ind(d E W(C)). Assume d according to induction, 
d + a._ Then z’(d) C C, d E Cd(C), by Lemma 4.7(g) 2 E Cd(C)12 E Ca(C)12 !k’ Ca 
(%qjdc?(~)C%ff, d+EYv, 9Ynd+sw(@+)nd+, ~ld~W(-llr)ld, C/d% 
%@Jd G W(w)ld E W(C)ld, d E W(C)ld G C and the induction is complete. Let 
C’:P(N), C’:=Cu{a}. W(C’)naEW(C)narC’na. rC’(a)=rzW’(a)C?VnaE 
CEC’nagW(C’), ~EM(?V)~~EM(C’)~U., therefore aEW(C’)nc’, W(C’)laE 
C’larC’, Ag(C’), UEC’C~. 0 
Lemma 4.31. (a) Vx E ?cy- fl I.sZ, E -Iy-. 
(b) ~,0~“IlrAVx’xOT.~,x~~--,Il/~(x+ l)~%‘.. 
Proof. (a): We show Va E #‘Ia 4 I -+ Sz, E w by Ind(a E %‘“). Assume a E ?V accord- 
ing to induction, a 4 I. We have to show Q, E %“. If a E Fi, a = Sz, E %f. Otherwise 
a + 0, =NF s2,. Assume a E A with A : P(N) such that Ag(A). z*/(a) S zA(a). Let 
B := {Q,+I Iy E ~~(a)}. By IH and Lemma 4.29(c) B C WIG’,, B: 9(N). If y E r.w (Q,), 
v~r*-(Q,), y=Qc for some c, c~r”(Q~)nuGr~(a), y+Q,+, E B. UEC~(%‘“) 
c C”~Z(%‘J therefore Q, E C”cf(?V), 0, E M(w). By Lemma 4.30 we conclude s2, E w 
and therefore the assertion. 
(b) Let for the proof of Il/rO E ‘%‘-, c:= 0, d := $10, e :=0 (and t+!qe E M(w)) and 
for the proof of $IX E ,?U’” + &(x + 1) E w under the assumption $rx E %“, c := Ii/lx, 
d :=h(x+ l), e:=x+ 1 (and $ix E@(‘%‘“), XE @I’(w), Ed C~lx(“&)nCl(x)CC@le 
(w), $re E M(w)). Let B:= {QF,, 1 n : N}. Then using (a) B C 9’“, Vy E z*?‘(d).% : 
N.y < 52:+, E B, d E M(w). By Lemma 4.30 follows the assertion, 0 
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4.6. A distinguished class containing I 
The next goal is to show (Lemma 4.38(a)) that 
W(%qnI--ly‘nI. (*) 
This allows us to show W(w) n Qt+i is distinguished, and therefore we have defined a 
distinguished class, namely W(w) n ,@+I, such that I E W(w) f’ 521~1. With this result 
it is easy to define distinguished classes containing Qit~n. We show (*) by proving 
&P (“/zqflIC~ (*) 
In order to achieve this, by Lemma 4.31(b) it suffices to show 
$,CEd” (%q+$,cEW”. (**) 
In order to prove (**), by Lemma 4.30 it suffices to show 
$,CE&P(?q-tC tiL’c(~) n $,c is in 9(N). (***) 
We prove the stronger assertion that Cy (c) :=Cl(~)nC~~‘($h”) is a set (and not only 
a class) under the premise of (* * *). This can be shown by first observing that C,(c) 
is the least set B such that 
(Al) 0,I EB; 
(A2) B is closed under +, cp, Q; 
(A3) if d=NF$Kb, qb6B, b+c, then dEB; 
(A4) if aEBn1, then acB. 
(In [IO], Cl(a) was essentially defined like this.) This can be modified to: C,(c) is the 
least set B, such that 
(Bl) O,IEB; 
(B2) if a,bEB, d=E\rFa+bVd=NFcPabVd=NFs2,, then dEB; 
(B3) if d=NF&b, I+Ic, K,bEB, b+c, then dEB; 
(B4) $105B; 
(B5) if bEBnC,(b)na, then tj,bcB. 
From this we derive that (this will be essentially proved in the following - in this 
formulation it is just no valid formula, whereas the former statements can be proved 
easily, but are not needed here), that, if &c E d”(%“), CT (c) is the least class Y, 
such that 
(Dl) 0,I E Y; 
(D2) if a, b E Y, d =kF a + b, d =NF qab or d =NF 0, then d E Y; 
(D3) if rc,bEY, b+c, I+KER, d=NF&b, then dEY; 
(D4) B := W” n &O c C?.(c); 
(D5) if bEY, bEC,(b)nc, then B:=$,(b+ l)nw&Y; 
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where the “B” in (D4) and (D5) can always be chosen as a set. Further the definition 
above is a continuous inductive definition, i.e. the closure ordinal is w. Using that in 
Martin-L(if’s-type theory the axiom of choice holds, we can introduce CT(c) as a set. 
We introduce the operator , corresponding to the inductive definition: 
Definition 4.32. Assume A : Cl(N). Then 
l-i,(A) := {O,I} 
We note that r,(A) : Cl(N). 
Definition 4.33. CT(c) := Cl(c) rl Cfilc(W), (which is: Cl(N)). 
Lemma 4.34. Assume c E OT, rx (t,!qc) C V. Then 
(a) rf A,B : Cl(N), A C B, then F,(A) C T,(B). 
(b) r,(C,?‘(c)) c: C,W(c). 
Proof. (a): Easy. 
(b): For the parts corresponding to (Dl)-(D3) this is easy. Further w n $10 CCt(c) 
n (t/q~fl%~) s G(c) n C@l’(%‘), and if b E CT(c), b E C,(b) n c, then II/Ib E C,(c), 
W-n&b+ l)cC,(c)n(rlr,cn~)cC~(c). 0 
If A C CT(c), then r,(A) can be defined as a set: 
Lemma 4.35. Assume c : N, X : P(N), p :X C CT’(c), q : c E OT A r*~(+,c) C $K. 
Then we can define T;,,,(X) : P(N), such that Tj,q,c(X)c’ G r,(X). 
Proof. tj10 E W by Lemma 4.3 l(b). If b E X C CT(c), b E C,(b) n c, then tj,b E CT.(c), 
$rbEz’r($rc)E W, by Lemma 4.31(b) tl/f(b + 1)~ W. Therefore, replace in the 
definition of T,(A), dlrn Il/tO by a (definable) A: P(N) such that Ag(A) A Il/,O E A 
and w n $l(b + 1) by a A such that Ag(A) A $l(b + 1) EA, and we obtain 
&,,(A). 0 
We can now define (the type theoretical definition can be found in Section 5) the 
iteration of r,: 
Assumption and Definition 4.36. Assume c : N, X : P(N), q : c E OT A ~“‘(ri/tc) C Y+< 
(a) We assume (and will explicitly define this in Dejinition 5.8) that for n : N we can 
define r& : P(N) such that r& Z 0 and Vn : N.Tffd’ 2 r(I$) (here the n + 1 is 
the successor uf n in N). 
(b) Let rc:$ : P(N), & := UnzN Cf,. 
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Lemma 4.37. Assume c : N, X : P(N), q : c E OT A rY’ ($,c) C: -Iy‘. Then rFq 2 CT (c). 
Proof. We will omit the index c,q in this proof. 
“ C “: r” C Cy (c) follows by induction on n : N using Lemma 4.34. 
“ 1 “: We show _ 
vx E c: (c). x E r(0) 
v3x,,x2 EC: (c).({x,,x2} LCf (c) 
Alength(x, ) <length(x) A length(x2) <length(x) 
AVX:.Y(N).{X,J~}CX+XEQX)). 
Then, using that n <m + I-” C Tm (which follows directly from Lemma 4.34) follows 
by induction on length(x) that t’x E C: (c)In : N.x E P. 
Casex=hFa+b Orx=NF(PO b or (X =NF 52, A a = b). Then a, b E C:‘(c), let x, := a, 
x2 := b. 
Cuse X=NF l//Kb, 13 K, b< c. Then K, b E CT (c), let x, := K, x2 := b. 
Case x+$,0. By Lemma 4.31(b) $,OE “Iy’, x E C+(W) n $,c n I(/,0 & w n $,o c 
NJ). 
Otherwise $40 <x 4 I, x + $,c, x E C$l(‘( $K) n Il/,c % &‘(c) c We, xrFi =NF $,b for 
SOme b, $rb < d 4 Mb + l), length(b) <length($,b) 6 length(x), therefore x E CT (c), 
$16 =xpFi E Ctilc(W> n $,c C W, $,b E M(YV”), $,b E C$~~(-ly’), b E @‘(-if) n C,(b)c 
@(W)nC,(c)gC:(c) by Lemma 4.7(e), xE$,(b+ l)nw, let xl :=x2:=b. 0 
Lemma 4.38. (a) Zf $,c E .011” ($V), then Il/,c E Wm. 
(b) ZZ’*~(?~) n I c w‘. 
(c) WnIzw(W‘)nI. 
Proof. (a): Assume c E C,(c), $,c E d” (96’). Then for some q r& GS C,(c) n Cilc 
(W“) holds. Let A : P(N), A := r:, n I. Then A s $,c n @(YP‘) Z T*.($,c) E $I~ n w‘. 
$lc E d’ (W), ‘dx E zv ($1~) .x < x E A, therefore by Lemma 4.30 $,c E 9‘. 
(b): If x E .dY1 (YP”)n I, then xmFi E C’(“w‘) nx C Y@’ or xeFi =X E d” (TV), by (a) 
again xxFi E “w‘, by Lemma 4.31(b) x+Fi E w‘, x E W(?JV)IX+~’ C W’. 
(c): YYCW(w), and by Ind(yEW(%Y)), using (b) follows Vy~W(%‘“).,v+1+ 
yE9v. 0 
4.7. Proving well-ordering up to +o, Q,+, 
Definition 4.39. %%j := w‘n I, %?$i, := W(N) n Q+, sciJ. 
In the following we write I+i instead of I+ 1 i, similar for j, S(j), S(i), etc., instead 
of i. 
Lemma 4.40. For all i 4 (r) Ag( Y&i) A Qii E $& A V&c% Y@, n Q,+,. 
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Proof (Meta induction on i : N). 
i=O: By Lemma 4.38(c) q 2 W(w) n 1” W(e) n I E $5 n I. Therefore 
Ag(%Yj) A %?j E “lyf fl 01. Further I E C’( YY), and by an easy induction on length(x) 
follows for all Yx E ~(1)~ % C’(%‘“) n 1.x E %‘” n 12 Y&j 2 W(e), therefore Szt = 
I E w(t&j) n Q+, sq. 
i=j+ 1: %$gYY$+i nQ+j. Therefore “!‘$+I ZWW(%$nQ,+j+, EW($$+l)ni2,+j+, 
g ++2nQ+j+l, therefore Ag(“kL;‘). Further Qt+j+i E@+J+I(YY), and if XEZ%+I 
(Qi+j+i), follows by induction on length(x) immediately x E -W;+i n RI+j+l, x E 
W(%$+i), and therefore Qt+j+i E W(%$+,) n sZI+(j+2) S %j+2. 0 
Theorem 4.41. For all n E N and each of the theories T =MLJ, MLrrol, MLJ+,~, 
ML[TD],wc the following holds: 
Tt-VX: .~(N).(\J~~OT.(~~~~~.~EX)--~~EX)--,~~~IC/~,SZ~+,.~EX. 
Proof. We argue first in the theories with “aux”. Assume the premise of the assertion. 
Then X :9(N) and Prog(X), therefore by Lemmata 4.21(c) and 4.40 ?Y& n 52, CX. By 
Lemma 4.40 SZI+~ E %& and Szi E YY n R n I G ?U$, n R, therefore by Lemma 4.23(b) 
$o, Q+, E %&. By %% n Qi C OT we conclude Vy : N.y 4 $o, fit+, -+ y EX. The as- 
sertion for theories “without the aux” follows by Lemma 3.8(a). q 
Corollary 4.42. The proof theoretic strength of MLJ, MLlrnl, MLJ,,,,, MLlrn],,,, and 
of the extensional version of it is $Q,(&+~). 
Proof. The lower bound follows by Theorem 4.41 and since the extensional version is 
an extension of ML~rnl. The upper bound for the extensional version (and therefore of 
ML[TDI and ML[TDI,~~~, too) can be found in [31] and by a straightforward modification 
of that embedding one gets the upper bounds for MLJ and MLJ,,,,. q 
5. The type theoretic constructions used in the well-ordering proofs 
5.1. Dejinition of C’(A) 
We will code finite sets of natural numbers as natural numbers. This makes the 
definition of Y’“(@“(N)) easy. 
Definition 5.1. (a) We assume some coding of finite sets of natural numbers as lists 
of natural numbers, which are again coded as elements of the natural numbers. This 
should be done in such a way, that the set of codes for finite subsets of N, written as 
gfi”(N), is a decidable subset of the natural numbers, and that the element-relation 
a EC” A and the subset-relation A &fin B for A :?@‘“(N), B: Pdec(N) or B :Pfin(N) 
are decidable. (We usually omit the superscript fin.) If A :SdeC(N), 
we define @“(A) := {y 1 y E Y’“(N) A y &A}, which should be a decidable subset 
of N. 
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We assume that the operations +, UC,, Qn can be defined as operations on P’“(N) 
and that for for a 1,. . . , a, : N the term {a,,. . . , an)hn is an element of@(N), Further 
we assume all the usual properties of such an implementation. 
(b) For A,B:@“(@“(N)), let A@B:={KUL/KEAALEB}, A@B: 
,~~n(~~fin(N)). 
(c) For A : Y”(N), a E OT, let A 1 a := {K E A 1 K Cyi, a>, A 1 u : .9’fin(@“(N)). 
Remark 5.2. (a) (~KEA@B.K&C)~(~KEA.K&C)A(~KEB.K&,C). 
(b) (~KEAI a.KCti,C)~3KEA.KC,,Cna. 
Definition 5.3. We define k(b) : ?@‘(:@‘(N)) for a, h : OT by recursion on length(h). 
K&d):=@, if d$!‘OTVa#OT. 
Otherwise: 
l k(O) := K&I) := (0). 
l If d =Nr qq,c or d =hF b + c then b(d) := (K&h) ~3 b(c)) U ({ {d)) I a)- 
l If d =NF f& then K,(d) := K,(b) U ({ (d}} 1 a). 
l if d =NF fGI& 
(L(~)@Ka(c))u({ldlll al ifa-+~, 
K,(b) := 
f(d)} otherwise. 
Definition 5.4. Assume A : Cl(N). C”(A) := {JJ E OT 1 3L E K,(y).L Cfin A}. Obviously, 
C?(4) is a class, correctly defined from A : Cl(N). 
Lemma 5.5. Assume A : Cl(N). 
(a) C?(A) C OT. 
(b) 0, I E C’(A). 
(c) ((d=~~~~cVd=~~b~cV(d=~~~~Ab=c))~d~O~)~(d~C”(A)~ dEA 
r-- a V {b, c} C C’(A)). 
(d) Assume d =NF &c, 
l I’a-xic, then dECa(A)-++dEArlaV{K,c}CC”(A). 
l I’x<a, then dEC’(A)@dEAna. 
Proof. By Remark 5.2. 0 
5.2. Dejnition of W(A) 
W(A) will be defined in such a way that it fulfills the properties in Assumption 
4.10, which express: W(A) is the least set of ordinal terms B, such that J&(B) C B. 
We define this by using the W-type as follows: Wf will be a tree, each node of 
which has as index a natural number a (which will be usually an ordinal term), 
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and as branching degree p(n), which is Cx : NJ E #(a), the collection of elements 
in @(a). An ordinal term a is in W(A), if there exists a correctly defined tree 
(which means, that at every node the p(b, p)-th subtree has index b), the root of 
which has index a. The tree just considered is a ve~fication, that a belongs to n{ Y / 
J&(Y) s Y}. 
De~tion 5.6. (a) yA(a) := Cy : N.y E @(a). 
(b) W: := (Wx : N.?‘(X)). 
(c) CorA(t) := (‘v’tiu : Wf .U $ t + (index(u) E M(A) 
/\‘+u : ~~(index(~)).index(pred(~)v) = ~0)). 
(d) W(A) := {y I3v : W; .CorA(o) A index(u) = y}. 
Remark 5.7. (a) W(A) is a class, y’(s), u”;” are types correctly defined from A,B : 
Cl(N) and u : N. CorA(t) is a type, correctly defined from A : Cl(N) and t : W;‘. 
(b) W(A) C M(A). 
(c) tix : N.Vy :?‘(x) --+ W;’ .CorA(sup(x, y)) ++ (~~M(~)~~u:~~(x).Cor~(yv)A 
index(yv) = ~0). 
(Assumption 4.1 applies except for the last statement, where the leading W in Wf 
must not be underlined.) 
Proof. (c) “+ “: if v F?(X), u< yv, then u -: sup(x, y), therefore from CorA(sup(x, y)) 
we can infer CorA( yv), further index(sup(x, y)) =x, index( yv) = index(pred(sup(x, y)) 
u) = vo. 
“+-” follows similarly, using u + sup(x, y) H (U = sup(x, y) V 3v : P(X) .u$ yv). 0 
Proof that W(A), as defined in Definition 5.6 fulfills the conditions of Assumption 
4.10: 
Assumption 4.10(a): If XE ~~(W(~)), then XE M(A) and 8(x) (I: W(A), there- 
fore there exist y : TA(x) + W;” and p: tiu :?(x).Cor(yu) A index(yu) = ~0. Let w := 
sup(x, y). By Remark 5.7(c) follows Car(w), index(w) =x, x E W(A). 
Assumption 4.10(b): Assume J&(B) n W(A) C B. We show ‘Y’u : Wf .Cor”(u) + 
index(u) f B, by induction on W;’ and get therefore the assertion, Assume x: N, 
y:?‘(x) -+ Wf, and Vu : ?A(yv).CorA(yv) -+ index(yv) E B. Assume Co?(sup(x, y)). 
Then x = index(sup(x, y)) E M(A). By Remark 5.7(c) and the IH we get for u : F*(x), 
that v0 = index( yu) E B, therefore, if u E ti(x), u E B, x E J-&(B), x = index( sup@, y)) E 
W(A), therefore index(sup(x, y)) =x E B and we are done. 0 
Definition 5.8. Assume c : N, q : (c E OTA r”@ ($rc) C %“), A : 9(N), p : A C CT-(c). 
By simultaneous induction on n : N we define r& : 9(N) and Pz,,: r;, CCF(c). 
(Then F:, fulfills the assertion of Assumption 4.36(a).) We omit the indices c, q for 
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simplification in the following: 
r” :=&PO is a proof of 0 &C’,-(c). 
I- .- n+l ._ r’ p,z,y,c(~*),P’-t’ is the proof we obtain by r”” ” fi,,,,,.(r”) E I’(T”) 
MC: (c)) c C: (c). 
Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1.10 
Definition A.l. Assume c(, /? E Ord: 
ca(Lx,@=/W{o,l,I} 
c”+‘@,p):=pu{0,1,1} 
u {p 1 +‘, 6 E C”(@, p).p =NF ‘p;6 v p =NF y + 6 v p =NF a,,} 
u{cM)~,5~C”(r,~), JTE R, t<a} 
c;(a) := cycc, l+&c(). 
Lemma A.2. U,,, Cn(x,/j) =C(a,p). 
Lemma A.3 (Lemma 2.7 of [ 111). rf x </II and for 1111 x <S < b 6 @C,(x) holds, then 
C,(P) = C,(a) und $sB = kg. 
Proof. “2” is trivial, for “ C ” we prove by induction on II V/y E C:(p).7 E Ci( r). The 
only difficult case is y = Ic/&j, 6<x, K, 6 E Ci-I(j). But in this case 6 c/k?, and we are 
done. 0 
Lemma A.4 (Lemma 2.8 of [l 11). If p= min{< 1 cx < <EC,(a)}, then C,(a) = C,(B), 
rc/z~ = $nB> und B E C,(P). 
Proof. Lemma A.3. 0 
Lemma A.5 (Corresponds to Lemma 2.11 of [ 1 I]). Assume 71, y, yo E C:(r), K < 71 A b 
<cc. Then 
6:= min{irlr65ECn(B)}EC~(CI), 
6’:=min{~11/<cp,.,I<EC,(fl)}EC!J(a). 
Proof. Induction on n. 
Cuse y < $,cY: Subcuse y < $=/3: 6=y, 6’ < y < $nb. 
Subcase $,$ < ‘J: $,$ < y < $,$ d K d 7~. Since C,(b) n n = $$, n E C,(p), follows 
6= n, n E C:(z). 6’ <$nfl or 6’ = n, 6’ E CE(dl). 
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Case y = 0, 1, I: 6 = y, 6’ E { 0, I}. In all other cases n = 12’ + 1. 
Case y =NF 71 + ~2, yi E C”,‘(p): Let 6i be chosen for yi. If y Q 61, 6 = 6,. Otherwise 
YI 661 <YL + ~2, 61 =YI + PEG(B), 06~~~2, therefore 61 =NFY~ + p, yi EC,Q). 
Therefore YI + YZ B 6 d YI + 62, 6 = ?I+ p with y2 6 p < 82, p E C&3), p = 62, we easily 
check that 82 E A, therefore 6 = 61 -t& E C:(p). 6’ = Sl, or 6’ = Sl, + 1, where Sl, E C$(ol) 
by the second IH for yi . 
COW y =NF (p7, 72, yi E C$(p>: Let 6i be determined for yi. Then 1’6 qs,&. If y<&, 
6 = 6i. Assume 6i <y (i = 1,2). Then 6i d 6 < qa, 82, therefore 6 $ G, otherwise 6 = 
max{&, I%}. If S =NF 63 + 84, we had y <& <6, is3 E C,(/?), a contmdiction. 
Therefore 6 =;NF cps, 64, y <S < ~6, (52. If Sa < yi, we had y d 84 < 6, (Tq E C,(p), a con- 
tradiction. Therefore ye <.<cts EC,(/J), 61 <ST. If 6, <&, by qxr,y2 <qd,& and yl <Ls3 
follows ~2 d 406, &, 62 < 409 84, y < (PS, 62 d ~~~64, qoa, 82 = ~76, &t, 6 = 82 E C< (cc). Other- 
wise 61 = 63, 64 = 8; E CE (a) by the second IH for yo := 83. Second part in this case: 
If yo < yr , then 6’ = 6, if yc = yi, then 6’ = a2, and if y. > yIf choose 6; for y2, 6 = S& 
In all cases, where y E G, follows immediately 6 E G, 6’ E {0,6} and the assertion in 
the second case. 
Case y = 1&,y2, yi E C:(a). The case y E C,(p) is trivial, let therefore y t 8. Let & 
be chosen for y;. 
Subcase y1 ~61: y1 #I, S = 61. Sztbcase ~1 = S1 = 6 or y = 6: easy. Assume now 
Yl =b, y<J<y1: 
Subcase yj #I: Then &=$,,&, by y<6, yz<&<a<a it follows &EC, 
(/?), therefore 62 <&, and by minimality and since #,S, <$,&, 6 = Il/& E C:(a). 
St.&case y1 = I. If 6 =Nr &, y <& E C,(fi), a con~adiction, and if 6 = +a364 with 
63 # I, y < 8, < 6, 6, E C,(p), again a contradiction, therefore 6 = @t&i, and as in the 
subcase before follows the assertion. 
Case y =NF s1,, : Let 61 be chosen for yt . If y <St, 6 = 6,. Otherwise follows 6 E G, 
6 # $s,& with 8s # I (otherwise y< 6; ), Therefore 6 = I or =Nr St&, (therefore bs = 61) 
or 6 = r&63 (but in this case y < Q6, < 6, a contradiction). q 
Proof of Lemma 1.10. (a): “2” is obvious. 
“ C “: We show C:(a) C C’“,+‘(a) by induction on 12 : N. Here the only difficulty is 
the case y = $J3 E C:+‘(a), n, p E C:(a), p <a. If rc < K or n = I A t,!qfi < K, then y 6 I~/,J, 
otherwise follows by Lemma A.5 ,%I := min{< 1 p d i: E C,@)} E C:(a) C_ C’“,+‘(a), by 
Lemma A.4 rr/,P = rl/do, PO E C&JO). If P = PO, PO <a. Obwise P $i C,(PO> = Gdfi), 
if n#I, by K<E P 4 G@o), since p E C,(a), j$ <a, and, if n = I, K< I/$, and 
from p$C,(&) and $,J?o <$J3o we infer /3@ C,(/?O) and again /?~<a. Therefore 
y E C’,“+2( a).
(b): “2” is obvious. “ C “: We show by induction on a, side-induction on p. p K $K~ 
--+ p E C’(a, IC- + 1) and the assertion follows. If p < K-, this is obvious, and, if 
p =NF pl + p2 or p =NF (PpIpZt or p =NF fi&?, this follows by side-IH. Otherwise 
3.6 f C,(6) A 6 <a A p = t,bKiS. Then 6 E C,(6) = C’(6, IC- + 1) 2 C’(cw, K- + 1) by IH, 
&S E C’(a, JC- + 1). 
(c): C&(1+) = C’(F, l)=c’(I+,o). El 
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Appendix B. The order-type of the ordinal notation system 
In this section we show that the ordinal unctions in OT correspond to those defined 
in Section 1. It is based on proofs in [6]. 
Definition B.l. For a E OT we define an ordinal O(U) E Ord: 
o(0) := 0, o(I) := I, o((a,, . . . ,a,)) := o(q ) + . * * + o(a,), o(cppJ) := cpQ(a)O(b), 
ow;) := Qo(,,,O(~ab) :=$+,0(b). 
We will prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 13.2. (a) Co, (If) = (o(x) 1 x E Of). 
(b) If u E OT such that a -: Szi, then o(a) = ordertype( {x E OT 1 x 4 a}, + ). 
(c) $a, I* = ordertype({x E OT /x -: sZi}, -x ). 
Proof. At the end of this section. 
Lemma B.3. Assume a,b E OT, u E R. 
(a) o(a) E %,(I+). 
(b) a E G#o(a) f G, s~~~~~~~~? for Lim,Suc,A,R,Fi. (the first G is a subset of Of, 
the second G a subset of the ordinals, note the d@erence in the fonts). 
Cc) G~~)to(u)) = {o(x) lx E G,(o)). 
(d) a < b =+ o(a) <o(b). 
Proof. (By induction on length(a) i- length(u)), simultaneously for (a)-(d): 
1. a =NF tl/hc: Then Go < c and b, c E OT. 
(a) BY [H o(b), o(c) E CO, (1’) and Go(b)(~(c)) = {o(x) 1 x E Gb(C)} <o(c). By 
Lemma 1.13 follows o(e) E I+ n C@f(o(c)) and therefore o(a) = &(bjo(c) E 
Co, (I+ ). 
(b) Trivial. 
(c) Immediate by IH and definition of G,(a). 
(d) follows by side-induction on length(b) using the usual properties of the ordinals 
O,I, of the functions +, q, Q., and Lemma 1.5(a), (b), (c), (f), (g). 
2. All other cases follow immediately, using in (c) again side induction on length(b). 
Lemma B.4. For all c( E C’“(I+,O) exists a E OT such that b = o(a). 
Proof. If LU =O, I, this is immediate, if a =hF y + 6, or tl =~r q$ or (Y =~r Q,, this 
follows by III for y, 6 and if b =NF jl/$j, especially G,(6)<6, follows K = o(r) for 
some Y E R, 6 =o(d) for some d E OT, G,(d)<d by Lemma B.3, h=o($,d) with 
t,&,d EOT. q 
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Proof of Lemma B.2. (a) is proven. Further {o(x) (x + f& Ax E OT} = Co, (I+) n Cl1 = 
$Q, I+, o(.) is an order preserving map {x 1 x 4 LI?h Ax E OT} -+ $0, I+, and for a -: !2{, 
{o(x) 1 x + a Ax E OT} = Co, (I+) n o(a) = o(a), again o(.) is an order preserving iso- 
morphism. 0 
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